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Keys To Bee Creek'
n Sewer Project Are
Presented To City

Frankfort Feels
Force, Education

FRANKFORT, Ky. BPI — The
education forces wound the
state are beginning to make
their presence felt here.
A number of teachers were
quite noticeable in the halls and
galleries Tuesday and an open
house was to be held today for
legislators to become acquainted with public educational officials.
The $347,804 sewer project ed by Chester Engineers, long
Additionally, macs letter writknawn as the Bee Creek Inter- time consulting engineers for the
ing campaigns have begun to
ceptor has been completed and city of Murray, under the direct
attempt to sway Lawmakers inturned over to the city of Murray supervision of Joe King,the realto granting more money for edby the Tilford Plumbing and Heat- dent engineer.
ucation and teachers.
Tilford Plumbing and Heating
ing Company of Paducah. This is
Teachers have been cuspleasee
the first contracted sewerage Company of Paducah constructed
project for the city, since prac- the line and pumping station.
since earlier this month when
FIRST TELEVISION VETO- President Nixon re-enacts, for news
Of the total cost of$347,804.31,
Gov. Louie B. Nunn made no
tically all of the former expanphotographers, his veto of a $19.7 billion health and educaprovision for rocreases in their
by the Mur- the Murray Water and Sewer
were
executed
sions
. tion measure passed by Congress, after actually vetoing the
Ellis
salaries for the next biennium. Ed Tliford, right, hands the keys to the new sewerage pumping station to Mayor Holmes
ray Water and Sewer System System received $192,000 in gr: bill on television, a U S. first. Still photographers were not
Superintendent of Public In- In a short ceremony yesterday in the water system office, to symbolize the completion of the itself.
ants from Federal agencies.
permitted to make pictures (luring telecast in Washington.
A basic grant of $99,000 came
struction Wendell P. Butler said $347,804 Bee Creek sewerage line and pumping station. From the left are Joe King, resident
The new sewerage line was from the Federal Water Pollution
pollution control and John Trotter, Superintendent of the
Tuesday's meeting was called Engineer, Sam Berman, with the
made necessary by the continued Control agency and a supplemenin cooperation with the Ken- system. Tilford Plumbing and
Mg Company of Paducah was contractor for the project.
growth of the university and the
tucky School Boards Association
Continued on Paler Eight)
growth of the city to the north
in order to focus what he termappropriate
"on
west.
attention
ed
. Bee Creek lies runs north
legislative action"
of the city adjacent to Bee Creek
needed foe a -reasonable proeducation in the state.
and extends from the new pumpgram" of ed
By I4ANK
•
The four-hour open house at
ing station on the Askew property
WASHINGTON Wila — Presnear the railroad to near Five
ident Nixon's veto of an. "in- a Fraakfart awl
"hael"
adPoints.
HetionarY” $19.7 billion school called "Frankfort Day." In
mobook
Adams,
Mrs. Ken
With the new line in operation
and health money bill appear-. dition to the four-hour afterNo Injuries were reported in
of the Murray librarian
bile
Butler
on
gathering,
The
accidents
-evening
noon
traffic
sewerage north of Chestnut
all
tfieee
ed to be sticking today.
the
was
Calloway County Library,
bill's managers already were said a program for superintend- guest speaker at the meeting
Tuesday and one on Monday street, and some south of Chestrepreand
the
members
talking compromise to get a ents, board
which were investigated by
nut, travels by gravity almost
Elementary ShoThe program at the regular Murray Police Department.
sentatives of other school or- of the Kirksey
substitute measure enacted.
east to the new pumping
due
Association
er
Parent-Teach
ot
Mrs. Robers C. Miller, Sr.,
A House vote on over-riding ganizations will be held in the held on Tuesday at 1:30 p. m Meeting of the Murray Lions Cars involved in a collision station, From the pumping statauClub Tuesday night was present. at 7:10 p. in. on Chestnut Street ion it is lifted and pumped to of Murray, director, presided at
the veto was set for midafter- State Highway Department
school.
the
at
noon. Key lawmakers publicly ditorium two hours prior to the The speaker said that the li- ed by Lion Fred Schultz, super- were a 1967 Chevrolet Caprice a point near National -Lumber the quarterly meeting of the
- An excellent plumber is in- or privately were forecasting open house.
1"
Bobby Wendell Mil- Company and flows by gravity Woman's Missionary Union ad
than
admirable
brary now checks out over two intendent of Murray City Schools. driven by
finitely more
Route Two and e
the
Hazel
Lions
on
would fall short of the
the
triefed
Schultz
of
vote
the
ler
interceptor on Main the Blood River Baptist Assocwhereas
philosophes.
week
thousand books a
an mccenpetent
driven by to the main
Galaxie
to
needed
majority
Ford
iation held on Monday at the
new
high
two-thirds
school.
proposed
1969
a
Street.
ten years ago it was fifty
The society which scorns excel- keep the measure alive.
of
The school head told his club Thomas Daniel Mitcham
Superintendent Memorial Baptist Church, kiurTrotter,
John
week and five years ago five
lence in plumbing because plure
Nixon, who sent his veto mesthere are many innovations on the Rpute One, Irvington.
hundred a week.
system said that the new ray.
bing is a bumble aotivity and
said_laitcham was go- of the
Guest speakers for the meetto the Haase Tuesday, said
looked with
sage
and
horizon
education
the
bookmoplate
ago
years
in
Ten
constructed not only to
was
shoddiness
line
tolerates
east on Chestnut Street and
ing were Miss Martha Capps
and health had .top pra
ing
schools
in
our
the
change
to
anticipation
with
month
a
ten
stcps
had
and
exalted
bile
i
university
growing
is
it
the
sophy because
of the Miller serve
and Miss Peggy Powell, both
ority with him but that Cona circulation of about two hun- young people that will result as turned in front
Points area, but also to
activity, will have neaher good gress had gone overboard to
going west on Chestnut Five
at Murray State Unistudents
car
edthe
reach
innovations
now
it
ese
has
while
books,
dred
philoeophy.
serve areas on the north side
plumbing nor good
versity and members of the
the extent of $L2 billion more —
89 stops with the circulation ucation program. He recouoted Street.
developing.
are
city
which
the
of
was,
Neither its pipes nor its their than he asked.
car
Miller
13.4stist Student Union.
being from 8000 to 10,000 books changes in educational programs Damage to the
ie.s will hold water."
and to the The new gravity flow line el
Working against the most
Miss Capps was one of forty
a month, accordingto Mrs. Ad- and pointed to the 60's as a time on the left front front end. minates two pumping or lift s t!
—John Gardner, Former vigorous school lobby ever seen
car on the
The highest average of the
Murray BSU atudents attendhen America became awarettiat Mitcham
unlversi
on
4. Secretara.aiLMbLb. Educe- 'around Caleitet Hill. Nixon fled season was reported for the sale
located
Eighteenth and Main Streets tions, one
ing Mission "10 at Atlanta, Ga.,
She told of the many services an people must earn a tieing.
' tion and Welfare
during the Christmas holidays.
the way open for compromise. of dark fired tobacco on Tues- of the library including book
was the scene of the collision property near -the stadium
emand
more
more
Consequently
Waat
the other on 121 By-Pass
aides said later he would day on the Murray Market,
Over 50,000 students from the
at two p. m.
mobile, service for the blind,
"I am aware that .many edueat- His
perhaps be willing to accept 011ie Barnett, reporter for story hour, craft shows, antique phasis is being placed on vocatioCars involved were a 1969 ldrop Drive. These two lift stat- United States heard outstandtors repent the idea that laymen
nal and technical training.
$200 million of the extra un- the local market, said an avDatsun station wagon owned by ions were constantly sources of ing speakers and then went out
should have anything to do with budgeted funds carried in the erage of $49.11 was reported for shows, etc. She had on display
Sept. Schultz appraLsed the Mu- Gary Burkeen and driven by difficulty for the system, but now each afternoon working with
the
the
of
showing
books
a
number
provide
education except
rray system as not being as
Burkeen, Fox have been eliminated.
bill for so-called impacted scho- the Tuesday sales.
many types and subjects of affective as it could be due to Sandra Thomas
(Continued on Pegs Eight)
funds. I do not agree with this ol districts.
and a 1963 The big project was engineerMurray,
320,088
sold
market
The
Meadows,
books at the public library. a lack of space to utilize many
point of view. What goes in the
owned by Carl
88
and senate pounds for a total volume of
But
the
house
Oldsmobile
Dale Outland gave the devo
schools and colleges is too Ma previously voted overwhelming- $157,197.24, according to Barinnovations that lend effective- Usrey and driven by Lanelle
portant to be left entirely to ly not for the $202 million Me- nett. This average of $49.11 was tion situ- his sct4ture reading ness to the school pregram. He Cunningham Usrey of Kirksey.
the educatcrs. The la)men—as on budgeted for this kind of eight cents higher than the op- from Proverbs 1:1-9 followed spoke of visits to new selmols
Mrs. Bdrkeen, going south
jeeps/amble members of a scho- aid, or for anything in the nelg- ening day average of $49.03 on by prayer by Rev. John Jones, in Paris, Tennessee, Charles- en North 18th Street, stopped
UnitKirksey
minister
of
a
the
trustees,
of
beard, a board
bdrhoLd of the $400 million now January 19.
ton, Mo., Madisonville and other for the stop sign at Main
ed Methodist Church.
legislature, or any other public suggested by Nixon, but for
are continuing today on
Sales
Street, and made left turn in
It
was
announced that Kirk- areas.
body—have a vital part to play." $600 million—up from the $521 the four Murray floors, Doran's,
of the Usrey ear going
front
belief
the
expressed
Schultz
sey swill_ have its first PTA
'---James B. Conant
West- Main Street, ac
million appropriated for 1969. Farris, Growers, and Planters. men's and
on
east
to
is
ready
communi0
this
that
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
women's basketball
Noted Educator and Author
the police report.
to
Republican leaders said open- .
cording
edits
up-crade
to
SAIGON Wrt) — More than
do
something
games with Hazel at Kirksey
car
ly and Democratic leaders said I
D_amage,..le the Burkeen
500 U. S. Marines in jungle faon Saturday, January 31, at se ucation program. In speaking of
- The above came from the Ken- privately they thought Nixon
was on the rear end and right
school
qgh
tigues boarded a troop ship at
new
the
proposed
ven
p.
m.
publicaBoards
tucky School
had locked up the minority vote
side and to the Usrey car on
Da Nang today for home, the
saw
educator
Murray
the
building
Mrs.
Harold
Fones,
president,
older
tion. This one too, "the
he needed to prevent the bill's
left front and left fender. - Funeral services for J. Wilson vanguard of 50,000 Americans
the
schoolprohigh
a
just
more
than
presided,
Mrs.
Bill
Crick,
sec.
a man gees, the farther he had passage.
Unitod l'roos lat.ersationial
At 1:30 p. ni: a collision oc- Smith, retired barber of Murray, leaving Vietnam under Presiretary, read the minutes, and gram, but one that includes one
to walk to school as a boy."
The vetoed bill carries funds
North 16th Street at
Mrs. Rudy Lovett gave the tie to four elementary -centers and a curred on
Thursday at two p.m. dent Nixon's latest withdrawal.
Hall parking lot. will be held
to operate the Departments of
Wrather
the
They sailed as military spokand Poplar Church
asurer s report in the absence middle grade school..He
Seventh
the
at
Pollowing is some advice that Labor and Health. Education
YolkaInvolved were a 1969
esmen said combat involving
West Kentucky: Mostly clou- of Mrs. Jewel McCallon.
Chunn
Fred
Bro.
with
ed a site-utilization study of the
Christ
of
president James Garfield gave and Welfare and the Office of
by
forces was at its lowand Thurs- The room count was won by Murray Board's 41 acre tract wagen station wagon driven
and Bro. Bill Threet officiating. American
lo a friend while Garfield wai Economic Opportunity in the dy and windy today
chance of showers the second grade, Mrs. Virelon and indicated final working docu- Charles Wright Moore of 1658 Burial will be in the Murray est point since Jan. 1, but said
slight
A
day.
resem.
little
bears
It
president.
fiscal year that began almost
the command saw no significanthis afternoon, in- Tucker and Mrs. Paul Dailey, ments may be completed by Mar- Ryan, and a 1968 Pontiac owned
blence to the thinking of to- seven months ago, on July 1. over the area
by Ed A. Thomas and driven Cemetery.
in the comparative tuft-ce
creasing tonight and ending Jr., teachers.
Monday
ele It is hoped bids can be called by Anita Jean Burton Thomas, Smith, age 84, died
The affected agencies have Thursday. Warmer today and
and
Hostesses for the social hoeinjor at an
Nursing -One American was killed
Tenn.
Puryear,
day.
the
Road.
at
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Farm
earlyektea
College
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been operating on temporary tonight, cooler Thursday. High were mothers of
another wounded Tuesday night
the thiedr't ewes ege be success-ma Re. of
bilk* sow premises.
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cars,.
Home.
both,
spending authority which en- today in the 701, low tonight grade, Mrs. Dean
Police said
when Communist gunfire &Woe:
HunwhreY'. ,vgnizing that the time schedule waiting to get out of the-nark- Survivors are two daughters, ed a helicopter 16 miles north(Continued on Pees Eight)
pires at the end of this week mostly in upper 50s in north- teacher.
twelve
t
brothers,
and-dependen
is extiemely tight
ing lot at Wrather Hall and three sons, Myr
west of Hue Five other Ameriwest and 60s in southeast. High
,upon the bond market and other North 16th Street when Moore grandchildren, and three great cans were wounded in 17 'shellThursday mostly in 601. Wind
economic factors, Schultz said it started to back up and failed grandchildren.
ing overnight.
southerly 15 to 25 miles per
was the desire of the Murray to see the Thomas car behind
Friends may call at Ridgewaa
U. S. Marine jet fighter-bomarkley Lodge To
hour and gusty. Decreasing
Tem,,
inderconstructiazo
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get
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:10ard
Morticians.
ber crews, helicopter gunships
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Holy by May of early Jtuae. Con- -Damage entire Moore car was
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struction time has been estimat- on the rear end - and to the
23 Communist troops in three
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
ed at a minimum of 15 months. Thomas car on the leit.„front.
engagements Tuesday near An
By United Press International
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President's Veto Of HEW Bill
Appears TI Be Sacking Today-

Mrs. Ken Adams Speaks
---itLino
on Pubk
Knisey PTA Meetmg

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

No Injuries Reported
Ii Fonr.Collision s
Monday And Tuesday

Fred
Speaker For
Lions Club

Blood River
Baptist WMU
Hears Speakers

Highest Average
Of Season For
tobacco Tuesday

Over 500 Marines Leave
Vietnam For Home Today

Funeral Is Thursday
For Wilson Smith

WEATHER REPORT

r

Flag Wearer
Congratulated
By President

. . Five From Murray
High Perform In
.• *. All-S
tate Band "-

B
Open June 1

i

Weisenberger Speaker
For Kiwanis Meeting Gospel Singing Will Be
Held Here Friday
p.m.

,

rem., and the melody

Young Women's Meet
Planned At Hazel ,
.
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THE LEDGER fa TIMES

PUBLISHED by LEDO=
TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc., Oonaolidation of the Murray Ledger, The
The Times-Herald, October 30, 1928. and theCalloway Times, and
West Kentuckian.
January 1, 1942.
11113 N. 44b Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071

SUBSCIPTION RAMS: By Carrier in Murray,
per week 34, per
Month $1.5.2. In Calloway and adjoining
counties, per year, 85.30:
Zones 1 & 3, 413.00, lasewhere $16.00. All service
subscriptions 48.00.

Willard Ails, registered pharmacist at the Murray-Calleway
County Hospital is pictured as he spoke on "Drug Abuse In Our
Society" before a group at the J. U. )(evil Center, Mayfiekl,
Miss Gwynn Blalock, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Blalock of
(Mayfield Messenger photo)
frisrray Route Five, will appear in the freshman play at David recently.
Lipscomb College, Nashville, Teen., January 29.
Howard Steely of Murray College High FFA placed first in a
district tobacco judging contest at Mayfield.
Miss Judy Taken°, Hawaiian student at Murray State College,
was guest speaker at the meeting of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
The average of the dark fired tobacco sales on the Murray
Market was $27,16 yesterday.

Wendell Patterson was named captain of the Murray Rescue
Squad. William Spencer is chief of operations.
Otto Swann was installed as head of the Murray Woodmen
January 26 at the regular monthly meeting._
_
Harry Louis Ruskell, Allen Wells Russell,Quirt C. Robertson,
William 14, Adams, Leon Pogue, James D. Myers, and Calvin Jack
Murdock, all of Calloway County, are expected to receive their
degrees at mid-term at Murray State College.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Gunga Din" with Cary Grant
and Joan Fontaine,

pendent meets the other dependency tests.
Q- Can anyone use the envelope in the tax form package
or just those expecting a refund?
This column of questions and
A- The envelope is provided
answers on federal tax matters for your convenience and should
Is provided by the local office be used whether you are expectof the U. S. Internal Revenue ing a refund or not.
Service and is published as a
Q- There is a mistake on the
public service to taxpayers.
label that came with my tax
Q -On tax returns sent in package.
How stiould I correct
now, about how long does it It?
take to get a refund?
A- Make a corro,cdas Inpone
A- It normally takes 5-6 weeks
and address on the label Solt
if the return is accurate and If
the Social Security number is
complete. When a large volume
wrong, cross out the number on
of returns are received at the the
label and enter the correct
same time, such as near the
number in the box provided at
April 15 filing deadline, it may the
top of the form.
take longer.
Put the corrected label on
Taxpayers expecting a refund
the return yot file so that your
should have their check within
return will be properly identi10 weeks from the time they
fied and the needed correction
filed or a letter explaining why can
be made in IRS records.
it is delayed. For this reason, Q- I
need a car for use on
a taxpayer should wait 10 weeks my
job. How do I handle the
before contacting IRS about a expenses
for tax purposes?
refund which has not been reA- You may either deduct
ceived.
your actual operating expenses
Q -All my income is from
for the business use of the car
wages. Will I need any other or
10 cents for every mile or
forms besides the 1040?
actual business use up to 15,A- Nearly half of all taxpayers
000 miles, Mileage over 15,000
will 'just file the one-page Form may
be deducted at
cents a
1040. However, if you itemize mile.
Tolls, parklag and simideductions or have income from lar
expenses
be added to
other sources such as property the mileage
deduction,
sales, rents, pensions, etc., you
must attach the supporting scheIf you use the actual evens
dules for these items.
method, you may include deThe back of the Form 1040
on, gas and oil, insur
in your tax package indicat ce, repairs and other operating
when a schedule will be n
costs. However, if you use the
wary. An estimated 22 million same car for business air/pertaxpayers will need
d only sonal travel, you must apportion
one schedule to th
orm 1040. the operating expenses. For excompensation ampler on a car used half for
Q- Is
business,
- lust half the operating
for miur;et received in an auto- expenses may be deducted.
I'm all set to file my remobile taxable?
No compensation !Or in. turn but my W-2 hasn't come
les suffered in an accident yet. What should I do?
A- Wait until your W-2 arrare tax free.
Q- What records should you ives. The law requires employkeep
when you are claiming ers to issue tax withholding statements to employees by Jansomeone as a dependent?
A- Your records should in- uary 31 so you should receive
dicate the total cost of the de- the statement shortly.
',endears support and the amount If you don't get your W-2 sta.
that you provided. Also, you wou- tement by the end of January,
ld have to show whether the de. ask your employer about it.

2 Year Certificate
*10,000 Minimum
Sdkf .'•
310 10,3

INSURED
UP TO

Bruce Thomas
Manager
FREOffitleSIAFFORD/CIPIJUX(16
KIE(A gusrw cluti ORMID/ADOlfOCELI
".

MURRAY BRANCH

TECHNICOLOR

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN
04. F•siT IM•IN STREET

Darrell Crawford (24) of C
quarter of play in last nig
Calloway and Reed of thi

PAY MORE WHEN
YOU GET DISCOUNT
RICES at IIISI III IT 11111 flITIRS,

NIXON AND DALEY OUT Of STYLE - On the list of Best
Dressed lien of 1970 issued by the Fashicn Foundation
.of
America in New York, Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
itop
right) replaced President Richard M. Nixon itop left),
and
Mayor John V. Lindsay !lower left) of New York
pushed
out Mayor Richard J. Etaley i lower right) of "Chicago.
4

ALMANAC

Fancy flag

SANTA FE, N.M.((P1)-The
....ralay is Wednesday, Jan. 28, New Mexico State Flag
combines
28th day of 1970 with 337 to the ancient Zia sun symbol of
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first of three dispatches on the the
follow.
the
Indians
of Zia Pueblo,'and
1970a outlook for the nations of Africa as they start a new decade The mem
between its foil the red and gold colors of
The series was compiled from special reports by UPI correspondentaphase
Queen
quarter.
last
and
Isabella of Castile carried by the
stationed throughout the continent.
Ma6
morning
are
stars
The
first Spanish'Conquistadores to
cury and Jupiter.
enter what is now New Mexico.
By PETER J. SHAW
The evening stars are Venus,
United Press International
Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
If the 1960s were the decade of birth for most of the
ly
,
independent nations of Africa, the 1970s loom as ye
that In 1915 Congress created the Drive-in Volcano
"
challenge the continent's black leadership to find at I t the Coast Guard.
VOLCANO,. Hawaii (UPI)in 1922 the collapse of the Mt. Kilauea is sometimes
beginnings of political stability and economic security.
called
The winds of change buffeting Africa blow no less fiercely roof of Washington's Knicker- the "drive-in volcano." When
bocker
Theater
weight
the
under
today than they have throughout the 1960s. but growing maturity
it erupts in its main vent, specand a throbbing desire to meet the challenges of self-rule promise of heavy snow killed 95 persons. tators can drive their cars up to
became
Gantt
Harvey
1983
In
smoother gusts for the 1970s.
observation sum& tor a closeFrom Cape Town„Livhere former British Prime Minister Harold the first Negro to attend school up view.
MacMillan made his Tarnow "winds of change- speech in 1960, with whites in South Carolina
by-salrolling at Clemson College.
to civil war-torn Nigeria. Africa is a continent in flux.
The social and economic problems confronting it remain enor- In 1965 Nicholas Katzenbach
mous and many will fester through the 1970s. But a growing na- was named attorney general.
ogee directs 'Offerings'
-tional awareness, slicing through tribal and political frictions. could
A thought for the day: Isaac
HOLLY WOOD(UPI)- Robert
become the catalyst of future triumph.
"Diplomacy is Fosse will direct 'Lawrence TurThe 19600 saw the birth of 34 black African nations as inde- Gbldberg said,
nian's production of "Burnt
pendent sovereign states. There is space on the map for six more -- to do and say the nastiest things
Offerings."
in thesicest way)'French, Portuguese and Spanish territories and -the South Africa-uled mandated territories of South Wes!
At the outset of 1970 the military was in control in half the
12 independent African states.
Violent coups in the 1960.
wought most to power. In only two - Ghana and Sierra Leone on authority been returned to the politicians.
Economic indicators show the sprawling continent. inhabited
If 340 million persons who survive chiefly on agricultural output
.nd hope, will continue to find prosperity cluesiv .ifi the coming
lecade.
Per capita income in Africa rose barely $2 per vaer in the 1960s.
DIRECT FROM ITS LONG -RUN
An explosive population, expected to double by the Aid of the
entury and to reach 455 million by 1980, is wiping out gains in
ROADSHOW ENGAGEMENTS
ood production. Birth control programs in most African countrier
save met minimal success.
Hardship Ind economic discontent spawn political upheaval.
)ttly optimistic idealists forecast 1970 as the dawn of a decade ot
ieace in Africa.
i
tkiderci
Nod,
wssier
KU
Yet there Is hope. Africa today is irebetineht of experinlents
ACTRESS
and its leaders readik admit it.- Implicit in the admissiOn
an
iidrt,(a
increasing matuntv and readiness to discard bloodshed as
ehicli.
of change.
This doe. not lessen the vast problems of illiterac;, poverty and
disease - 90 per rent of the continent's picipulation lives in
malarial areas -- or the divisive and dangerous forces of sectionalism
and religion that still abrade mans African states.
It does diminish their potency.
•
Africans. today realise these problems are their own. The words
al Torn Niboya. Xenya's assassinated economics minister, command
wide acceptance.
'70tu.aspirations will not be attained by slogans or political
and ,emotional appeals. but by sober consideration of the realitieand fir?ater commitment and involvement by the people and their
leaders. •
•
._...4Nest: Southern Africa),
„
Ner

THEY HIT WITH
ALL THEY'VE GOT!
...FOR ALL THEY
CAN GET!!!

"WE HAVE OVER
5,0011 ITEMS
TOTAL DISCOUNT
PRICED!" }

Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. - Matthew
2237.
God's demands are motivated by His love and His desire for
the very best lbr fib !Mowers.

of Mrica to 1970s

Lynn Redprave num'
HI /LINWOOD (UP1)- Lynn
Redgrave signed with Warner
Bros. to star with James Coburn
in "Blood Kin."

Finn force for U.N.
HELSINKI (UPI)-The Finnish government has decided
establish a "standby force"
about- 1,000 men to be used
when needed
in any United
Nations peace-keeping operation.
Government spokesmen said they
had received more than 800
applications to loin the ranks.
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The Calloway County La
lost a heartbreaker to the
Marshall Rebels here last r
78-69.
Calloway got the openin
and rolled to an earlyleadbi
the sharp shooting of Chl
Rushing, who ripped the tie
10 points in the first qua
The Lakers held a 101-7
going into the second qu
out the Rebels outscored th(
team 25 to 21, to narrov
Lakers lead to 5 points, 3
at halftime.
The Rebels came back
Intermission and scored 7 s
ght points to Bike over the
for the first time of the r
39-37. The Lakers tied the s
at 39 all 24 seconds late
six points in a row by So
Sherman Cothran put the Ri
In command again.
Standout forward, Gary
Gregor, of the Rebels pm
121 -18 points in the final
Ind had a total of 32 for the
to take all honors in the se(
columns. Rushing was top
for Calloway with 22 points
owed by Darrell Crawford

.COLLEC

Hair Coloring

of Colds

Laken
Game

The Calloway
fice will be oi
taxes Saturda
31, I970.2
fect on all unr
ary 1, 1970, z
addedr to all u
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Murray High Routs
Fannington, 110-81

Clark County Rides LIT Win Seattle Get;
To First Place In UPI Poll Final Chance

The Murray High Tigers went ers.
Murray High jumped out to an
on a scoring spree and placed
six men in double figures on early lead and was in front by
their way to a 110-81 romp over 12, 25-13, at the end of the first
Farmington's Wildcats here last period. At halftime the Tigers
BERKELEY. Calif. (UPI).- night.
had increased their lead to 18
The Tigers, coached by Bob points, 50-32.
erton team and as a result, Seattle gets its final chance
The second half was clear
By BOB WESTON
plummeted all the way from today to keep the baseball Toon, were red hot from the
field as they hit 46 of 78 attem- sailing for the Tigers - despite
United Press International second place in last week's Pilots.
Farmington's Al Delk who chalkThe city had its "final pts for 58.9 per cent.
standings.
Albert Scott led the attack ed up 27 points for the night Clark County rode its success The top 10 with first-place chance" twice before and
flubbed it. A third strike today for the Tigers with 23 points and they coasted in to an easy
in the Louisville invitational votes in parentheses:
and the game is over.
and David Alexander was right victory, 110-81.
Tournament into first place in 1. Clark County(16)
194 Pacific
Murray hit 20 of 27 attempts
Northwest Sports,
this week's United Press Inter-1,, Louisville Male (4)
173 Inc., the group which originally behind him with 22. Also hitt- from the free
throw line for
national ratings of Kentucky 3. Pleasure Ridge Park
133 bought the expansion franchise ing in double figures were Allen 74.7 per cent
compared with
high school basketball teams,4. Covington Catholic
114 more than a year ago, is Willing Hudspeth, Pat Lamb and Steve Farmington's
25 of 35 at the
as season-long leader Louisville 5. Louisville Central
92 now to sell the club to 4.new Hale with 14 points each and charity stripe for
71.4 per cent.
Male fell to second place.
6. Bowling Green
70 Seattle group for $9 million. Porter McCuiston with 10 mark- The Wildcats hit
280171 from the
The LIT results made an orn-1. Richmond Madison
58 That's downArom $10.3 million.
field for 39.4 per cent.
etette of last week's standings41. Central City
51
by Edward carison, a prom- Gene Barnes scored 22 points
Pr. Ise Sale At Cost
as only fourth-place Covingtow9. Paducah Tilghman
44 Ac ding to William Daley inent hotel executive, and for the losers
and Terry DarCatholic stayed put.
10. Thomas Jefferson
43
aciftc Northwest, that's including such interested hel- nell added 12.
Previously unranked Pleasurø Others receiving votes in or- of
pers
as
Gov. Daniel J. Evans Murray
hat he and the Soriano
25 50 73
119
Ridge Park charged up to thircAder were Johason Central, L
and Seattle Mayor Wes Uhl- Farmington
13 32 50
81
place. Coach Gary Schaffer'sington Henry Clay, Louisville brothers Dewey and Max, plus man, made
an impassioned
Murray High (110) - Scott
tall, poised Panthers greasedManual, Hart County, Hopkins- lesser individuals paid for the plea to keep
the club for Seattle 23, Alexander 22, Lamb 14, Hudthe skids under Male with arville, Louisville St. Xavier, Club, and they are willing to during
a 10-hour meeting with speth 14, Hale 14, McCuiston 10,
stunning 47-45 upset in the LIT Hazel Green, Covington HOlmes, part with it without a profit.
.
'League owners and Luther 4, Ward 3, Weatherly 2,
The sale price, according to Americini
semifinals on a basket by Stevegodd County Central, Anderson
league president Joe Cronin Jones 2, Gibbs 2.
million
Daley,
includes
$3.5
a
Dennison in the final seconds. County, Louisville Westport,
Tuesday.
Farmington (81) - Delk 27,
Dennison appeared destined Ashland, Lexington Bryan Stap debt to the Bank of California, Daley
and Cronin emerged Barnes 22, Darnell 12, Johnson
to repeat as the hero in thation, Knox Central, Shelby which already has called the from the
long session with the 6, Glover 6, Adams 5, Sander_OlialliOineritdk. game when heCoonti,_Covingtpri Hedy Cr s. note.
offer to sell for-19 fhillion.
son 3.
A
Seattle
new
group,
htladed
Ridge
scored to put Pleasure
ahead 62-61 with 10 seconds
left. But he was upstaged by
-the Cardina/s' Dale Cosby, WWI
hit the winning hoop at the final
buzzer for a 63-62 victory.
Alrbut- four coaches on th
UPI board felt Clark County
deserved to have top ranking to
go with the LIT crown. The oth-k
er four stuck with Male, feeling
the Purples' loss to Pleasure
Ridge was something of a fluke.
Clark County proved it could
win the close ones in the LIT.
None of its four victories were
by more than four points.
Outside of the LIT, Bowling
Darrell Crawford (21I) of Calloway was all alone when he went in for this layup in the second
Green was the big gainer. The
quarter of play In last night's game. Watching the ball head for the loop are Dennis Sears of
Western Kentucky team jolted
Calloway and Reed of the Rebels.
Staff Photri by Gene MeCuteheon Paducah
Tilghman 95-91 in a
double overtime Saturday night
to vault from eighth place
sixth.
The loss shoved Padu
down a notch to ninth place,
hind seventh-place R ichmo
Madison and. eighth-place C
trai City,
Central City, the biggest
appointment of the LIT, bowed
out in the first round to
The Calloway County Lakers 13, Dennis Sears with 11 and empts for 44.4 per cent.
lightly-regarded Louisville AU
lost a heartbreaker to the South Sammy Todd with 10.
The deciding factor in thegame
Marshall Rebels here last night.
Russell Palmer and Sherman was at the free throw line where
78-69.
Cothran hit for 15 apiece for South Marshall hit 22 of 27 for
Calloway got the opening Up the Rebels and Phil Norwood an 81.4 per cent average. Calla
and rolled to an early lead behind added 12.
PRONTO
way hit a poor 11 of 23 attempts
the sharp shooting of Charles
Calloway hit on only 28 of 75 at the gift stripe for 47.8 per
Rushing, who ripped the net for attempts from the field for an cent.
10 points in the first quarter. average of 37.3 per cent while Calloway's next game will be
The Lakers held a 164 lead South Marshall hit 28 of 63 ail- this Friday night when they travel
ROSS a BLACKWELL
going into the second quarter
'
to Caldwell County and then Satout the Rebels outscored the host
urday night they will host cross
team 25 to 21, to narrow the
town rival slur ray High.
By JOE CARNICELLI
Lakers lead to 5 points, 37-32,
Calloway County 16 37 44 69
UPI Sports Writer
at halftime.
South Marshall
7 32 52 78
The Rebels came back after
Calloway County (69)- Roney
NEW YORK (U131)- Pro
intermission and scored 7 strai8, Cleaver 5, Rushing 22, Craw- football teams were expected
ght points to Mice over the lead
ford 13, Sears 11, Todd 10. continue to dip heavily into
th
for the first time of the night,
South Marshall(78)--Norwood vast pool of small college talen
39-37. The Lakers tied the score
12, Cothran 15, Palmer 15, Mc- today as the National Football
at 39 all 24 seconds later but
Gregor 32, Redd 4.
League completes the final 1
Western Kentucky, led by the
sit points in a row by South's
rounds of its two-day, 17-roun
Sherman Cothran put the Rebels red-hot hand of Jim McDantels
session.
with his career- high 46 points,
In command again.
nnessee State.
Pro teams bypassed much o
protected
the
Valley
Ohio
ConStandout forward, Gary Mcthe big name talent in the,firs
McDaniels
shot
at
a
77.2
per
ference
Monday
lead
night by
Gregor, of the Rebels pumped
cent clip from the floor to help seven rounds conducted TuesJa 48 points in the final half dumping Austin Peay 106-79.
Other victors were Middle Te- Western defeat Austin Pesky. day and made nearly one-thir
Ind had a total of 32 for the night
From the opening tipoff, it was of their picks from the smal
to take all honors in the scoring nnessee State over St. Francis Western all the way.
-They led college ranks. These choic
(1
3a).,
American
Pan
College
of
columns. Rushing was top man
44-26 at the half.
included the selection of Louis
Texas
over
Tennessee
Tech, and
for Calloway with 22 points follana Tech quarterback Terr
owed by Darrell Crawford with Roanoke ColleeP over East ToMiddle Tennessee and 'St. Fr- Bradshaw by Pittsburgh as tl
ancis were tied 43-43 at the No. 1 pick in the draft, the fir
half but the Tennessee team came time a small college play
on strong to down the Pennsy- ever has been chosen ftra•
the pro draft.
lvania squad 80-73.
The selection of Bradshaw,
Middle Tennessee was led by strong-armed passer who
Terry Scott with 20 points. MTSU heroics
have earned bin
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS WHITE CREAM
1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
is 8-7 for the year.
nicknames like ''the Rifleman
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY hand "the Blond Bomber,"
Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone 753-3852
Pao American took a 83-82 one of six small college hoic
overtime victory from Tenness- made in the first round.
ee Tech. Ed Mathis sank a jump Unheralded -Ailaetes Chosen
shot with Ns( two seconds re- In addition to Bradshaw, vri
maining. Tech held a 42-39 lead receiver Ken Burroughs
Shedd's
at intermission. Martha
Texas Southern was taken
Lady
New Orleans; tackle Do
White
Roanoke came from behind to Wilkerson
Betty
for
of North Carol
whip East Tennessee 88-86. The Central was
Dishes
chosen by Ho
Roanoke team, down by one point ton: tight
Reg, Size
end Rich M
at halftime, was paced by Frank George of Elun
was sel
Allen with 25 points. High for ed by Green
Bay; safetyrn
East Tennessee was Gordon Gi- Bruce Taylor
of Boston Univ
fford with 19 points..
sity
was chosen by
Francisco; and tight end R
Chester of Morgan State
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (DPI)- picked by Oakland.
First baseman Nate Colbert, The "name" players did
earCher Chris Canniztaro and some recognition. Green
outfielder Al Ferrara. Tuesday using a choice obtained it
became the first members of Chicago, took Mike McCoy,
All America defejosive inc
the San
Padres to sign
from Notre Dame, as its-No
their 1970 contracts:
Colbert led tlie Padres with choice following Bradshaw,
24 homers and 66 runs batted in Cleveland, taking advantage
last season -while Ganniszaro a choice from Miami, took
CLYDE STEELE. .
quarterback .M
played in 134 games and was America
the
only Stili Diego -player to Phipps of Purdue.
Sherd
appear in the All-Star game. Boston chose Phil Olsen,
All America defensive end tr
Ferrara was the club's No, 3
County .
•Utan-$tate- and rother et
pgodtker- wtk
•
_
agelee--elar kteittin
-.

Lakers Lose Hard sought
Game To South Marshall

Pro Football
To Dip Into
Pup Mix
Small Colleges

Shrimp Sauce

WESTERN DUMPS
APSU MONDAY

•

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Corn

IMO

Notice

The Calloway County Sheriff's office will be 'open for collecting
• taxes Saturday morning, January
31, 1970. 2% Penalty is now in effect on all unpaid taxes. On February 1, 1970, a 6% Penalty will be
'
added to all unpaid taxes.
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Phelps-Winstead
-In a
December candlelight ceremony
Miss Charlotte Phelps and Dale
Winstead were united in marriage. The vows were solemnized at First Baptist Church in
Murray at 6 o'clock In the evening by the Rev. Terry Sills Jr.
A program of pre-nuptial music was presented by Miss Nancy Luther, organist, and Miss
Tana Cox, vocalist.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Phelps Jr.
of Sharpe. The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Winstead
of Alexandria, Va.
The wedding vows were
pledged before an altar ornamented with two spiral candelabra and one central arched
candelabra. The altar was accented on all sides with red and
pink carnations. All pews were
marked with carnations, pink
satin ribbons and candles. The
candles were lit by Joe Wilson
and Bob Phelps, brother of the
bride.
The bride .given in marriage
by her father wore a white formal gown of peau de sole and
peau de'ange lace. The fitted
Empire bodice w a s fashioned
with an oval neckline and was
stitched in seed pearls. Her
long full sleeves terminated at
the wrist with a fitted b a n d.
The slightly A-line skirt w a s
adorned with lace motifs. Her
chapel train was worn Watteau
style and was enhanced with a
panel of peau de'ange lace. Her
chapenlength ig
veil was attached to a profile
tiara of reembroidered lace encrusted with seed _pearls., She
carried a cascade bouquet of
white rosebuds, with streamers
of white satin and pearls which
was centered over a white Bible.
The maid of honor, Miss MarOa Campbell, won a formal
;own of dark green velvet acontuated with an Empire waist
ind ruffles at the wrists and
beck. The dress was accented
vith a mint green satin belted

als.
Attending the groom as best
man was Lowell TLson Jr., of
Carbondale, Ill. Serving as
groomsmen were Mike Kuykendell of Nashville, Jerry Dycus
of Paducah, and R. A. Winstead,
father of the groom. The ushers
were Richard Ledford Cif links
City, Tenn., Ron Neal of Louisville, Joe Wilson of Murry, and
Bob Phelps of Sharpe.
The mother of the bride wore
a gown of hot pink crepe which
was accented by tiny ruffles at
the Empire waist and the neck
and wrists.
The mother of the groom wore
an aqua velvet floor-length gown
accented with long bell sleeves
and an A-line skirt. Both mothers wore corsages of cymbidhim orchids,
Mrs. Guy Phelps Sr., paternal grandmother of the bride,
wore a double knit suit of aqua
blue with black accessories and
a white orchid pinned at her
shoulder.
Following the ceremony, the
reception was held at Holiday
Inn in Murray.

r
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TtreIRS - MURRAY

Plans Completed By
Cathy Johnson For I Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
Thursday Wedding
Miss Cathy Lynn Johnston,daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe G.
Johnston of Murray, has completed plans for her wedding to
John Dee Hopkins, see of Mr.
and Mrs. C. D. Hopkins of Alm°.

KENTUCKY
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Ellis-McIntosh
Miss Margot Ellis, daughter of
the Rev. and Mrs. J. Norman
Ellis of Jackson, and Dwain McIntosh, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. E. McIntosh Jr. of Reidland,
Ky., were united in marriage in
December at Woodland Baptist
Church.
The bride's father conducte
the 3 p. m. double-ring ceremony
in a candlelight setting before an
altar centered by a nine-foot
candelabra tree entwined with
hr greenery and flanked by
spiral candelabra.
Preceding the ceremony a program of nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. William C.
Smith of Jackson, organist, and
Dr. Joseph Blass of Jackson, vocalist. The traditional wedding
marches were used.
Given in marriage by her
brother, David N. Ellis of Murray, Ky., the bride was gowned
in candlelight satin overlaid with
re-embroidered Alencon lace. It
was fashioned with a high-round-

ris, all classmates of the bride,
and Miss Connie Grooms of
Jackson.
Out-of-town guests attending
were Mrs. Ruby Lassiter, Mrs.
Joe Pat Lamb, Miss Vicki Pat
Lamb and Mrs. Wilson Woolley
of Murray, Mrs. Karl Glenn,
Mrs. H.. S. White Jr., and Mrs.
Jack F. 'fawner of Cadiz, Ky.,.
and Mrs'. Michael McIntosh, Mrs.
Linda Neville, Richard Neville
and Todd Myrick of Paducah.
Following the reception the
bride and groom left for a wedding trip to Louisville. The bride
chose from her trousseau a me
quoise knit dress with a pleated
skirt and a white double-breasted wool coat with a bleached
white fur collar .for her traveling attire. She pinned a corsage
from her bridal bouquet at her
shoulder.
The groom's parents were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner at
Ramada Inn on the wedding
eve.

The ceremony will be solemnized on Thursday, January 29,
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening at the Little Chapel of Todd Allen is the name
chosen
the First United Methodist Chur- by Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Lee
ch. Dr. Samuel R. Dodson,
Collie of Murray Route Two for
will officiate at the wedding.
Jr" their baby boy, weighing eight
A program of nuptial music pounds ten ounces,
barn on Satwill be presented by Mrs. J. T. urday, January 24, at 9:57 p.m.
Dale, organist, and Mrs. John at the Murray-Calloway
County
White soloist.
Hospital.
Miss Johnston has chosen Mrs. They have another
son, Adam
George James as the matron of Lee, age five. The
father is emhonor and only attendant. Miss ployed at the Murray
Division
Cheryl Johnston, sister of the of the Tappan Company.
bride-elect, will be the flower 'Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs.,
girl.
Clydie Collie of Kirksey Route
David McGinnis will be best One and Mr.
and Mrs. Weldon
man for Mr. Hopkins. Ushers Notes of Benton,
will be Palmer Hopkins, brother
Great grandmothers are Mrs.
of the groom-elect and John Wil- Estelle Young of 'Murray
ed neckline arid scalloped hem
Route
cox.
*0*
of sculptured lace and braceletTwo, Mrs. Lala Noles and Mrs.
All friends and relatives are Hilda Mabry, both of
length sleeves.
Benton.
Metal outfits in the new Maid :Zs'
Invited to the wedding.
Her veil was a cathedral-length of Metal wardrobe include- an
mantilla of silk bridal illusion at borne collimi constructed
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Easley, 102
that flowed with bouffant full- with multiple strands of brass •-•
Williams Avenue, are theparents
ness from a lace rosette with a chain, and an all aluminum jump .
of a baby boy, Eric Sherdan,
of matching re-embroidered suit.
row
•
weighing seven pounds three ounlace appliqued vertically. The
ces, born on Sunday. January 25.
•
4«*
bilde's only jewelry was a white
at 5:25 p.m. at the Murray-Callodiamond
penheart-shaped
sold,
For the Maid of Metal camway County Hospital.
dant from the groom. She car- paign, there has been developed
The new father is a local lawyried a white Bible decorated with an aluminum shiddreas with
er and is attorney for Calloway
a cascade bouquet of pale yel- matching aluminum wig. Also:
County. The new mother is on
low -rosebuds.
A flowing -maxi coat outlined
leave from the Murray-Calloway
Miss Margaret McDaniel of with woven aluminum and a
County Mental Health Colter.,
Calhoun, Ky., served as maid
pants suit wit
navy ear
Grandpet,
ents are Rev. and
Miss Elizabeth Dean Futrell
—honor. She wore a floor-length, copper collar, lapels and matchMrs. Johnnon Easley of Green.
A-line gown of cranberry red' me buttons. '
field, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. John C. Futrell of Alma Route One announce The sculptured velvet which featured
'teorge Henry of Jonesboro,Ark.
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Elizabeth bell sleeves and a high collar of
Great grandmothers are Mrs. Dean, to James
Logan Bland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Logan Graves white fur trim. She carried a,
B. Melugln of Murray and Mrs. Bland,
1405 Johnson Boulevard, Murray.
white fur muff accented with
Mary Easley of Farmington.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Stewart County High School. clusters of holly and with red
Mr. Bland graduated from Murray High School in the class of velvet ribbons tied in love knots.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael William
1968.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Sterl..._By Abigail Van Buren
Waskiewicz, 100 South 13th St- Both
the bride-elect and groom-elect are now employed at the
reet, announce the birth ofa baby
ing Edwards of Paducah, Ky.,
em Glove Company, Murray.
DEAR ABM': I knew when I married my husband that
boy, Michael Jay, weighing seven The wedding
will be solemnized on Friday, March 6, at seven Mrs. David N. Ellis of Murray,
pounds ten ounces, born on Sun- 'dock
his first love would always be horses. I never minded being
in the evening at the Memorial Baptist Church. No invitatio- sister-in-law of the bride, Miss
day, January 25, at 6:20 p.m.
second to a horse, but now I think a female bi-ped has put
will be sent and all friends and relatives are cordially invited to Susan Morris of Dawson Springs,
at the Murray-Calloway Comity
Ky., and Mrs. Charles Myrick of
me in third place..
Rend.
Hospital.
Paducah, sister of the groom.
This woman is not married. She has horses of her owe
bow at the Empire. The headThe new father Is with the
They wore moss green dresses
and she relies on my husband for help and advice about her'
piece was a velvet bow fashUnited States Coast Guard statof sculptured velvet and carried
horses. They seem to spend a lot of time together. I am
ioned with bouffant tiers of mint
ioned at Paris Landing.
muffs identical in styling to the
green illusion.
invited to join them, but what fun is there for me when there
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
maid of honor's.
is nothing but horse talk?
Bridesmaids were Misses
Michael W. WasIdewicz and Mr,
The Hazel Junior Beta Club
Attending the groom as best
Vicki Via, Becky Fulks and RoPeople who know her say that she has no women friends,
and Mrs. J. W. Tuttle, all of
met Friday January 23, to dis- man was Wilson-Woolley of MurWednesday,
na Arent The flower girl was
enjoys the company of men, but doesn't want the
Omaha , Nebraska. Mrs. Helet$ The Murray January 211
State University cuss the formal initiation. The ray. Groomsmen and ushers
Misa Gretta Norsworthy. Their
responsibilities of marriage.
Noble of Omaha, Nebraska, is
-omen's bridge will meet at the president called the meeting to were Michael McIntosh of Pagowns were fashioned exactly
I love my husband too much to leave,him, but I was
great grandmother.
Student Union Building at 7:3f order. A motion was made and ducah, brothet of the
to that of the- maid of boner
groom,
much happier before this horsey dame came along. My
p in. If you have not been con- seconded to have the next regular and Robert H. McGaughey
with exception of color. The
, Joe
husband keeps telling me that I have nothing to worry about,
tacted call Mrs. Laverne Ryan meeting the first Tuesday of Feb- Tom Erwin and
bridesmaids and flower girl all
David N. Ellis,
at 762-4185.
but
for
the
first
time
in
my
life
am
I
jealous.
Please
ruary.
tell
me
All
all
of
members
Murray.
were in-wore cranberry red velvet with
•• •
what to do.
favor.
THIRD PLACE
hot pink satin and illusion.
For her daughter's. wedding,
Thursday, January 29
The secretary read the minu- Mrs. Ellis chose a silk
DEAR THIRD: Take it from the horse's mouth, your
The maid of honor carried a
aquaThe Young Women's Assoc'', tes of the last
meeting and of the colored A-line dress with a
husband is probably just feeling his oats. Turn the twosome
bouquet of mint green carnations
tion of the Blood River Assoc- last
project.
The
treasurer
gave
standup,
with mint green lllusicio and
jeweled collar and a
Into a trio, brush up on your knowledge of horses, and you
iation will hold its quarterly her
report. Lynn Erwin, chaplin matching coat of the
satin streamers. The bridessame fabmeeting at the Hazel Baptist
may win by a nose.
read
the
23rd
Psalm,
More detai- ric. A pillbox hat and accesmaids carried pink carnations
Church at seven p. m. Miss Re
accented with cranberry red
becca Tarry will be the guest ls of the formal initiation was sories were dyed to match.
DEAR ABBY: Thelacts are as follows: "Mr. Phyllis" is
satin streamers a n d lllusion.
speaker All YWA and YWA discussed.
Mrs. McIntosh wore an A-line
a hairdresser who works on commission. After his slay's
age girls are urged to attend.
The flower girl carried a pink
mint green knit dress with WAXING HISTORICAL --Mrs.
wort at the shop or on Sunday, or his day off, occasionally
Pat Nixon stands beside the
• ••
basket filled with red rose petthree-quarter length sleeves with
he goes to the home of a patron to set her hair there. [It is
figure displaying her inaugscallops
trimmed
in
handsewn ural gown in
usually for a wedding or some special occasion. And let me
the,.Smithsonpearls. Her accessories were
add that these patrons go to the shop regularly, too, so it is
his liohliaV time neat ,,o..41r, dyed to match. Both mothers ian Institution in Washing'PENNY DREADFULS'
not as tho Mr. Phyllis is taking any business away from the
predicts "Centlemen's Quarter- worse corsages of miniature ton, which displays' the
gowns of every First,Lady in
Valentines have not always ly." the white shirr n ill lie back, white °triads.
shop. I
contained sentimental vs rs es but it soma
My question: Do you think the shop is entitled to a
totalla white. - A reception was held in the the White House. The-gown
and illustrations of heart s, Shirts will appear in soft colors, fellowship hall of the church im- is of mimosa yellow with ft
commission on the services Tendered by Mr. Phyllis
flowers
and cupids. Many valen- washed here and there with mediately following the cere- bell -shaped skirt, small
OUTSIDE
shop?
the
INTERESTED PARTY
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
tines made in England between
hit,. Foliries will be delicate, mony. Serving were Misses standup collar and narrow
Beta
Sigma
of
Phi met on MooDEAR INTERESTED: As 1 see it, what "Mr. Phyllis"
Mrs. Jane Hart
"JAME"
cummerbund. Over the
1840 and 1900 had crudely drawn
III)i
Doris Ann Swaner, Jan Cooper
SNi,. laces and
day, January 26 at the Commie
Wife of Sen. Philip k Hard.
does on his own time is HIS business. And if he wants is de
caricatures with in sul ting erni.r.ddiereit 1•41tIniN. For men. Donna Honchul, Judy Kelso, sleeveless bodice is'a bolero.
nity Center on Ellis Drive.
D-Mich.. flees report.d'sin
business after business hours, that's also his business.
rhymes inside. Costing only a
Sherri Lochridge and Cathy HarThe meeting was called to
Alexandria Va.. attcr a
cent and printed on coarse
order by the president, Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: My husband owns his own business and
hearing on charges of creatpaper, they were known as"PenWillard Ails, who was in caarge
takes care of it almost entirely by telep'hone which means
ing a "loud, and unusual
ny Dreadfuls," "Vinegar Valenof the program and had as her
noise" at the Pentagon darthat he is home all the time, and frankly, Abby. he gets
tines", or "Rudes and 'Cordes."
guest, Charles Ross of Paducah,
ing November linti-war demunderfoot.
A typical one shows a grotesque
field representative for the Kenonstration
s. At the hearing
Victorian lads, with them words
I am the type of woman who likes a dean and orderly
tucky Heart Association.
the judge twice Called her
underneath: "You silly, bad, imhouse, and I have my own way of doing things. I like to give
Mr. Ross showed a film on
"Janie." She. two Episeop:it
modest flirt, you promenade the
each room a thoro cleaning, then I know that its done, and I
heart disease and gave a brief
bishops and five other clergy
street-and
wink with longing,
can
sit
down
and
relax.
But
with
my
husband home all the
talk on the progress being made
and lay leaders are defend.
wicked eye at every man you
time, he's always in my way and I just hate having to clean
by the heart association. He preants, the verdict to bc
meet."
"around" him.
sented the chapter with a certieepted by all 179 arre,ted
ficate of merit for helping with
If I could get him out of the way for just three full hours
the Heart Fund Drive last year
at 1 P. M.
so I could clean properly. I'd be the happiest woman in the
and Mrs. Ails was given an inworld. When I try to tell my husband how I hate to clean
at Calvert Reproduction. 122 Railroa
dividual certificate in appreciaaround him, he says, "Quit nagging me." What should I do?
d Ave.,-Citivert City, Ky.
tico for her work as county chap
Mr.
Jolly
is
BOTHERE
taking a new job in Virginia, and is
D
ti-man last year.
disposing of all woodworking tools
and equipment.
DEAR BOTHERED: The next time you tell your
A business session was held
husband how you ••hase to clean around him," listen to
with each committee reporting.
•
200 emu. service, 229, 3 phase, meter
base, main and disconnect. Quincy
Guests for the evening besides
yourself. Do you come over like a loving. slightly "helpless"
Pi H.P.
air compressor, with pressure
regulator
and 100' of hose--12" wood
Mr. Ross, were Mrs. Paula Dun.
housewife enlisting his arooperation7 Or do you sound more
lathe with
motor and chisels. 1, 6", long bed jointer
with 11 H.P. motor. le" Delta
an and Mrs. Ottis Patton, vice.
like a whiabig. Impatient shrew' whose deniers& have put him
with long extension table, 2, 40 booth
unisaw
carbide elades. 2, 8 tooth carbide
chairman of the r Heart„ Fund
es the defensive? Then, perhaps you can answer your own
tin blades.
I adjustable dado cutter. 14" Delta
Drive.
band
saw. 6" finish belt sander. 14"
writes..
Delta drill
press with foot_ control. 1 complete set
Refreshments weill,sarved
of _drill bits. Delta shaper with
assorted
cutters
and
spacers.
1 spot hail alr nailer, FAX 150 and
lostesses Mrs. John Hine and
DEAR ABBY Don't give up on your campaign against
nails. Delta belt sander.
Black & Decker electric screw gun. B. &
Mrs. Chester Wioiey.
D.
belt sander. B. & D. router with
those god-awful, ugly. clumsy shoes that women are
H.P.
motor and all attachments. as" B. St D.
Those regular members predrill. B. & D. jig saw. B. & D.
supposed to wear this season.,
model 80
vibrator sander. Lobs of small hand tools.
sent were
Bar
clamps.
Spray gun, Lots of boxes.
My husband .has been in the retail shoe business for
1 lot of sconce. Several unfinished curio
Mesdames Willard Ails, Fred
cabinets. Cocktail tables. 1 wine
many, many years, and he tells me that the shoes he has to
cellerette.
Gardner, Robert Goodridge,John
Approximately 300' of special purpose molding.
Several sheets of hardwood veneer.
Hine, Robert Hopkins, Ray Sims,' show his customers now are the most unflattering he has
Odds and ends of paint, varnish and stripper,
36" exhaust fan. Small fan
ever seen. In fact, he says that he actually has to turn his
Ken Thomas, Dan Wall, Chester
and
motor.Approximately 1000 ft. of seasoned cherry
lumber. 70' extension cord. Odds
back whenever he shows these clodhoppers to the lady
Wildey, Ed Thomas, Wallace Paand ends of all kinds of lumber, furniture,
hardware, furniturelaparts. About
customers.
rkin and Ellis Perry; Misses
40
gallon of solvent. Work bench. 2 tool cabinets.
Upholstery tacks. Used automobile
Suzanne McDougal, Patricia WigAbby, no woman I've talked to likes these shoes, but they
air conditioner. Hand clamps. Glass shelves.
Hammers.
Saws.
Many small items. I
gins and.PtancY Brownbuy them because there is nothing else to buy.
ANTIQUE LOVE SEAT AND CHAIR, NEWLY
UPHOLSTERED.
The manufacturers get by with them because so few
All equipment is in the best working condition.
women take the trouble to complain; they feel somebody
Waves alainleo o.'-1, eopper
else
shoulddo
the
complainin
g. If all the women who read this
Sale held inside heated building, rain or shine.
Aim up in a
anil alum'
Open for inspection at 10 A.M.
letter object to being shifted from needle-toe, foot-crippling
sale day only.
line of ellOthe, for the (low
styles to these clodhopper shoes, the maridacturers
/laid of atrial,- a nd
,
would
Slinks Ilagler awl ih'1-Deriatle
.r"le
• stop this fad of built-in obsolescence."'
Tell women who are unhappy with shoe styles to write
Medford .of Nee lock. The
to
sAladeline- 'outfit in the viathe National Shoe Retailers-Association, 200 Madison
Avenue,
lection
ensile of-lesio jimil
• New York, New York 10016. Otherwise the shoes
Sale II)
next year
salver: • elehling geentwin be WO Wiftetetine
:won't lie able to tell the men's
trititineil ith otaitileo
P:iiKtitet'i I', 114 if:111E1th, or
shoes from the women's.
Mill( Of HUMAN KINDNESS
accente4 In a .E,Ialiiir*$'
led calla
,
1.1‘,
4 Lind, 11
I.:1
lic41,..in I,
,
,
,
11,
it
Do
my
use
rto
name
or
moleashan
d-will
kill
nee.
lilh Isouneet.
h‘i
I'. , t 11A ref1111
esssAtsso,
NI:'42.rp
laiittasa a. Ks.
.zotatior.vnu-secouTifftE—

Futrell-Bland Vows To Be Read
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She can
win this ratt!

Hazel Beta Club
Plans Initiation

PEPSI

Charles Ross Guest
Speaker At Meet
Of Beta Sigma Phi

UCTION
January 31

William H. Jolly, Jr., Owner

*

THOMAS WHITE AUCTION & RE4LTY

388 7'2

1-

"P.

SH

THE LEDGER & TIMES -- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

no

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get ‘
4
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

L B.88

19

DRINKS

WITH BOTTLES

lIAlSWEIG ER
ylifollERS
FRUIT COCKTAILfiY!!IATO JUICE
POT PIES
L' R imilES
ICE CREAM
.
i:(16.
)
11E
• I.01.A DINNERS
ORANGES

. PKG.

4 1$1

HOSTESS

LB. BAG

99
890
49
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Three Week Interim Session Between Semesters Works Well At Rockford College
By FREDERICK H. TREESH
y United Press International
Nothing in the world of
(location seems immune from
hange these days- even the
etween semesters break,
It used to be that college
tudents just went home for the
?eek or so between terms to
est after the big push for
Lasts.
Now, some schools that have
•esisted the move to the
rimester plan have lengthened
he period between the tradi.ional semesters and devoted it
:0
a
specific
educational
?urpose. One of these is
Rockford College in Illinois.
Each January for the past
three years
Rockford has
scheduled a three-week "interim" in which regular classes
are set aside and students
select one subject for detailed
study. They are encouraged to
opt for courses not related to
their academic specialties.
allink Experience
Dean Gordon Wesmer, who IS
chairman of this year's interim
at Rockford, says broadening
experiences such as this are
basic to liberal arts education.
"If we produce students who
cannot communicate with others in the other's area of
knowledge, we've failed," he
said.
Other colleges and universities have adopted variattnris of
this theme by encouraging offcampus semesters for individual study, offering credit for
work with a social agency or
designing travel or foreign
study plans.
At Rockford, the theme of
this year's interim is "the
meeting of East and West" and
course offerings are focused on
the culture, politics, arts and
religion of the Orient The
topic, chosen by vote of faculty
and students, was selected in
part because of Rockford's
longtime close relationship with
the University of Kobe, Japan,
and the presence on the
Rockford faculty of professors
native to India, Pakistan and
Hong Kong.
Students across the nation
have displayed in recent years
a growing interest in nonwestern cultures- another plus
for., We ". 14Vetst" thecae.
V
and West
dilingoffer.pd..- include,
ogy and art, Chinese thought reform, oriental
brpsh
painting, comparative
philosophy and religion and
"communism: East and West."
In addition to classes,
students may attend perfor-

Why somefolks
don't breakfast
TOKYO (UPI) - One
out of every 10 Japanese
office workers goes to
wotii without eating
breakfast, the
government's Welfare
..ministry said after a
survey.
Reasons given for
shipping breakfast:
"No time" -- 38 per
cent of the people polled.
"No appetite" -- 26 per
cent,
"Two meals a day are
InIfficient"- 15 per cent
"Nobody to 'prepare
breakfiil for me"- 6 per
-tent.
"Not feeling well" - 5
per cent.
Giber reasons -10 per
cent.

Waft Disney
Memorial Is
Disneylani

East and West.

It adds up to an all-out efitort
manees of Alden music and films and lectures from and Interim include Umeo Kagei, dean of Kobe College whose professor of oriental art at the Lawrence college is professor to add new dimensions to
dance, a Buddhist religious about Asia.
Japan's
is a student at University of Kansas. prof, 1n residence for the interim. He education and keep student's
consul general In daug-hter
service, oriental meals and
Guests on campus during the Chicago; Yasuo Mizwoguch4 ltuLkfOrd. and Dr. Chu-Tsing
Joseph
Campbell of Sarah is expert In the mythology of curiosity fully charged.

t r-- lir;
u)_*a Offittcri, %CI.

By VERNON SCOT
I Hollywood Corresp

Free Delivery

Easy Terms

HOLLYWOOD (UP1)place for a memo
er
late Walt Disney's
Disneyland, whe
ial building displa]
ds and demonstrat
osoplay of the arts?
.On exhibit at "Walt I
e Legacy for the Futu
magic kingdom are
awards, plaques, E
alscars and commem
edals one of whict
()sealed ,to Mrs. Dist
esident Nixon last Marc:
'
'Perhapsis the m
eyo,
s
st ca
t)
(
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ANNUAL STOREWIDE SALE

Sale Starts Thursday 8:00 A.M.---Open Thurs., Fri., Sat. Nights 'til 8:00 P.M

l01

Big Once A Year Clean-Up
One Of The Largest Selections Of Quality
Furniture At Greatly Reduced Prices

i

THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING
MANY OTHER ITEMS NOT ADVERTISED!
DAVIS CABINET

BEDROOM SUITES

SOFAS
Reg.
&make Olive Greve Treditionel Loose Oneidas
$349.95
.
I Nightly za;led
ltreehlei Brown, Olive, end Gold Floral Loose
$349.50
Cushion Traditional Moor sample
Kreekler Pala Green ised Gold ow Off-White
$329.50
Mctelasse Button Beek
Kseelder Gold Ton.--Terns Tufted Beek
$329.50
(slight*" smiled)
Pule Celery Green Beam Beek
Traditionel
$329.95
Knottier Brews, Green aid hid Quilted 911111161
$949
Emmen Style
Krechiles Red, Celery, earl Olive FIsl1
Leese
Cookies, Treditieee/ (flew
$349.95
▪
Spanish Weed Trim Twe4gehles lareeset
Red Flood Quilted laseetsesephs1'
$299.00
ispOyish Two-Piece Weed Asa IMpl WM*
V
$349.95
Bleck er Geld
Gems Yellow, Celery, sod Said Berequet Resel
Liver Traditional
$349.95
Kreeirler Gold Soni-Affeefeed Beek
$319.00
Traditional
Kreehler Geld, Blue, end Olive all ever Semi
$349.00
Linen Loose Comities
Krothler Solid Gold Tufted Beck
$349.00
Traditional
Treelitionel Olive, Red sped Geld rill-ewe
V $369.95
Floral
Karabin Rennk, Geld end Olive Flood Lirrea.
.• $349.00
liege Cushion
Kneader Seib Seipp Oulliee Beck
beditiertel
$349.00
.,
Sherri* Mee se Whits Demesit
Suttee Beck TredIllem
` $549.00
Forrhold Meniei Grew Ticpstil Velvet
099.00
Button Beck Texas
• ibeelesr Seems, ileigemegirlbreepHneree.
$349.00
lettew Dent
''CliffiOld Mock Sloe nod *1st. Spanish We,
Weed-Trier with two matching
Si.. Velvet Speen\ Chain
$769.00
Knobbier lad, Olive reed Geld Floral Liwins
$369.00
Early AnierIcen Wiese Seek
*riskier Burley Four Cushion forty Amerrieen
Whig Beck, Olive Or Red
$349.00
Kreeidee Burlap Early Americo; Two-Piece
Suites, Gehl or Green
...............$499.00

Sok
/
1
2
/
1
2
/
1
2
/
1
2

Reg.
4 pc. Kroolder Door Chest, Triple Door-Dresser, Heed$719.00
bawd and Night Stand, Spanish Oak
4 pc. Bassett Painted White, Decorated with Blum Dresser
with Mirror, Chest, Headboord, end Night Stead $529.00

sal.
$449"
$39995
'299"
$2299$

Calvon Dining Group
Solid Walnut
Rog. $1,659.00

•Oval Table
•Two Arm Chairs

• Four Side Chairs
3 pc. Remelt Spanish Pisan Triple Dresser with
•Glass Door Hutch
$429.00
Miner, Chen, tieedbserd
3 pa. admen boarish Pace. Drawer will Miner,
Chest, Headboard
$349.00
4 pc, Bassett French Frvitweed Large Dresser
with Mirror, Chao on Cheln:41•adheard and
$5189.00 $420°
.....
Pee drawer night table
-4 pc. Siontley Spanish Pecan Leres-Triple Dowse* --..-_
with Mirror, Chest on Chest, Headboard
LargeBuffet Fr Hutch, Gloss Dolor
price
.... $920.00
end Night Stand
S517.00
10-6028 10-6016
4 pc. Barnhardt Spalnish Dark Pecan Triple
48" Reined Table Plastic Top earteftde M711"
.
9995
Dresser with Mirror, Chest, Headboard arid
(Slightly Damaged) 10-6034P
$162.50
.......$629.00
Dresser Night Stand
Maple Buffet, Six Drawer,
3 pc. Davis Cabinet Solid Walnut Queen
Two Door
$199.50
Annie Bed, Double Dresser with Miner.
½.
$979.00
end Chest
2 Bunch Tables Blue Peieted Antique
Pine 24-8054
Each $42.50
3 pc. Solid Maple Double-Orme° with Miner,
$349.00 $24995 Black
Chest, Chair Back led
Decorated Maple Miner
14-9219
2 Solid Cherry Chao re Chests
$79.50
(Disc..
1
2 price
cock $169.95 /
2 Bunch Tables Green Painted Antique
Pine, Center Pedestal
Each $69.50

y2
/
1
2
rI99"
'199"
'199"
999"
$199"
'199"
9999
'299'
*299"
'249"
'49995
'229"
$249"
$369"

Reg.

LA-Z-BOY

SLEEPER SOFAS

* SEALY * JAMISON
Large Selection
VALUtS TO $349.00
$19995
NOW:

KROEHLER

BEDDING
Reg.
Jamison Slumber Supreme

Sale

$199.95

$ 9995
$12995

$200.00

929

$260.00

95
$169

....$159.95

Queer' (lied Pieces)

Twin. or Fell (emit Pieces)

• SPANISH
• TRADITIONAL
• CONTEMPORARY • EARLY AMERICAN

Triple Dresser, 10-5323 with Mirror, 10-5210,
Cheirlsock Bed 10-5604, and
Chest 10-5304

Orrice (loth Pieces)
Sets Jemisee Hotel-Motel Type
Hoerr Ticking goo. Pier.*
I Sot Jennison Vitepedic, lore Firm King
Size 6/6 Floor 'Semple

$ 5995
$349.95

95
5199

TABLES
- 4
Reg.

CHAIRS
Sale
1/..
A price

4 Ahmthd Ceheed Velem Suttee-Meek
Leensge Chaise
$149.95
4 Mess Gran Oohed Vitali Mew Mese
lln
with Casten
A prise
$139.95
t__
1 Meeepeatery Cern Reek aim Gress Vibe.
Pull..1). Choir.
1 2 prise
stas.
” /
.
2 Feirfield C... Sea Ilisie•IL106
.114.08106
1 Red, 1 Plead
$100.9$ -1
/
2 price
1 Spender Geld Tiedillswei Tufted Desk
$129.95
1/2 price
(Slightly Sailed)
'
1 Olive hinted belles Onerdlinimill Pell Up
1/,
°
$119.95
A price
Choir been an vete*
I Penfield Spanish Oserriseel Omit Illeld
$149.95 /
1
2 price
Deena Cover
2 Reid Red Liege
.,
1
2 price
$139.95 /
Lenses Chin
I OM* Geld lir Red Sniped High7lEwslin
$159.95
price
Pell Up Choir
2 Fairfield Mess Gams Gushed Velvet Ihillin
$139.95 /
1 2 price
Seek Leese* Choir.
2 Peirfleid Dori Olive Sneaked Pillow Melt
/
1
2 prise
Lerseee Chin
$119.92
..
_
.
/
9
5 2
2 Fairfield 00,. drew Mk Seed-Stteched
$129.93
peke
Pew tech
I /Welder Crushed Velvet Shined Reklciee Chain.
, $129.95 /
1 2 erne
1 Red, 1 Um*, 1 White
2 Memiereery Spanish Cose.Anned Piale441
1
2 erlss
$149.95 /
Chin Red Sr Olive Cover
'
1 'Wield libe-Onsee Tweed Ammo,
/
1 2 peke
$129.95
Chen is Casten
2 Frepsh'00-White Velvet Leek X'V
P.M-Up Chili'.Pe$149.95 /
1
2 price
1 Omer Amuse Ilea IF Whit* Fiend Wies_lecli„
prke
Rheum Lam • . •
'
'
i'zik"
I Ohre, hive. reed Mews Listen Cec!it
has. Wires Chair
-$199.95
price
., .
1 Crewel Date Printed Wee Circe*
1 2 pricc
lame Chen
'_S144.50 /
I Celan Swim Oseeelecel Chir th.:^ -i-fil 01w. - 7,179.95 1,16 , wk.
Cot,
recelwe Wok.......'
•

Y2
'/
12

Drexel 3 pc. Country Estates Group, Cocktail,
lamp, octegenol commode

$419.95

Davis Cabinet Solid Cherry Italie.
two commodes, one cocktail

$415.00

/
1 2 price

Davis Solid Cherry Ektegoesel
Commode

$199.50

1/
2

/
1
2

1/2

• Westwood

• Stiffle
• Fredrick Cooper
• Brite Lite
• Wilmor

/
1
2 price

1/2

'49995

PICTURES AND ACCESSORIES
Traditional Spanish Italian

/
12

PRICE

PRICE

Solid Oak (disc.)
• Long Hunttroard with Hutch Top
• Gate Leg Table
• Two Arm Choirs
• Two Side Chairs

Ill$590°

Kenilworth Bedroom

/
1 2 Price

Horning sickness
tiay be beneficial

Solid Oak (disc.)

$131900

Heavily Distressed Solid Oak
• Diener with Mirror
• Chest on Chest
• 144tadboard
• Night Stand
Reg.

PRICE

9,169'

MISCELLANEOUS
Stanley Square Coornsole Tour
Horace Jade Grose
Drexel Spanish Long Credenza Five Door
with Silver Drawer

Reg.
..$129.95

Sale
1/
2

Country French Hell Credenza with matching
Mirror included

$189.95

Pointed Geld Mittel Leaf Curio with ildinereri
Back, three glass shelves
"

$249-,14

price

1/
2

- $499.50

/
1
2 price

Davis. Cabioot Solid Wallow* QUINN
Anne Secretary

.$625.00
Sterility Credenza, White Poleted'iinish
with Cele% Trim
$179.95
Drexel Glass Door Curio CirritIOPoived White Finish
Decorated with pale Celery end Shrimp •
$569.50
Stanley Marble-Top Credessee •
Spanish Pecan
$299.95
Green Painted Curio, Glen Deers with
Glass Shelves
. ... .
$319.95

1/2
1/2

pric•

4
'

-.,-------

5

price

/
1 2 price

Y2 price
/
1 2 of;c•
1/2

n•;c•

MI I'1r Ili IFIL 11F
Murray, Ky.

•
OP

A

• led
• Large Dresser with Mirror
• Chest
• Night Stand

(i
rno
n
.
).

- Trio sell.

t
t

Kenilworth Dining

Decorator Mirrors
Various sizes and styles.

04

NEW YORK(UPI)-For
pectant mothers experii
morning sickness is ur
ft. But it may be a gooi
en.
Dr. Joseph Bnuides c
aiser Foundation Resew
Lute figures pregnanci
ch women may-be healt1
e long run. Nanseated
e significantly fewer F
e deliveries, miscarriage
w-birth-weigiit babies.

THOMASVILLE

11•9.

1

Price

Stanley Mediterranean group, Parchment with
Pecan tops, two Aar type arearredes
1/2
with cocktail
$419.00
-4
Mitnnten Octagonal Antique Me- ets
Deer Commode
$119.95
price
Twin Donn Comenodes with Devils
(such) $69.95
Dears, Petra
/
11 2 price
Octagons I Spanisli
Oak Commode
$89.95 /
1
2 prise
Spanish two pc. group, Lattice Wood Doer .
Commode with matching Cocktail Table
(slightly damaged)
1 2 mice
$159.95 /
Stanley Pecan Mediterroneen Square Ceseesedes
with nsatchuil cocktail table
$48900
V.

• Rembrandt

/
1 2 Price

m Park School, Mar
,where Walt sat as
ader in 1908.
The initials "W.D.'
ved-- not too artistica
wood,
Disney died of cancer
three years ago. 1
mes to life in an imag
minute film, part c
bition which is open
public.
The movie depicts the
Disney, a montage
rk and his dreams .1
Iture.
Most inspiring is the
tation of foreign cot
ich paid him homagecareer: The Soviet
Yugoslavia, Tt
and virtually all the cot
Europe and South Am
.
'.1 Best of all, however,
4eaai showman's projecti
it
e,
i, The brief film deals
alth the California Instil
the Arts-a kind of artist
Tec,n- now being comple
Valencia, Calif. It open:
fill to 700 students at
art, music, drama, dance
theater, design and g
diudies.
5 In the film Disney say
atmpletely new approa
blaining in the arts is i
.1.. that's the principal t
tibpe to leave when I nit
pgreener pastures. If
provide a place to di
e talent of the future, I
will ,hava acco mp
mething. P

Country Manor Bedroom
Sale
/
1 2 Prit.11

LAMPS

/
1
2 Price

Large Selection

leg,

Prices Start At $15995

/
1 24F•price

$756.00

French Early American Modern

Jeanie's Decor, Extra Firm

120 IN STOCK

Sale
$349.95

$599"
$3

Twin or Fell (Beth Pieces)

Reg.

/
11 2 PRICE

NOW

ETHAN ALLEM

1

1/2

Rep.
"LIKE FATHER ...•'
Robert Taft Jr Jocks cot
-trident ;IOC he rfticially opens
his .1.1
mite campaign ty
filing n ii
tin 7in•ttiktnn
%ark •Ser•ret.iry
St.ite Ted
iiiivorti 'fief, in t'remnbno
" This is his -cioti.1 try it following tr. (hi. ()hi.
,
tn.
Repoi,ritivrer
'
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Wait Disney
Memorial Is
Disneyland

PARKER SUPER
MKT.

By VERNON SCOTT
I Hollywood Correspondent
,HOLLYWOOD (UPI)— What
place for a memorial to
rr
late Walt Disney's genius
titan
Disneyland, where a
stecial building displays his
ds and demonstrates his
osophy of the arts?
•On exhibit at "Walt Disney:
Legacy for the Future" to
magic kingdom are scores
awarcW, plaques, Emmys,
CIscars and commemorative
als one of which was
ented to Mrs. Disney by
esident Nixon last March.
• Perhaps the most touching
meat° is Disney's old desk
m Park School, Marceline,
., where Walt sat as a first
1ader in 1908.
The initials '`W.D." are
vecl— not too artistically—In
wood.
Disney died of cancer more
three years ago. But he
mes to life in an imaginative
minute film, part of the
bition which is open free to
public.
Th
The movie depicts the youthDisney, a montage of his
:
i
rk and his dreams -of
e.
Most inspiring is the reprotation of foreign countries
ch paid him homage during
career. The Soviet Union,
Yugoslavia, Thanod
apd virtually all the cotettrtes
Qat Europe and South America.
Best of all, however, is the
meat showman's projection Into
future.
,The brief film deals partly
Niltla the California Institute oil
the Arts— a kind of artistic Cal
Tech— now being completed at
Valencia, Calif. It opens next
fall to 700 students studying
akt, music drama, dance, film,
theater, design and general
Indies.
the film Disney say= "A
cOmpletely new approach to
dont% in the arts is needed
.
;
1 . that's the principal thing I
tape to leave when I move on
greener pastures. If I can
provide a place to develop
e talent of the future, I think
*al Love accomplished
m etaing.4

YOU CAN'T SAVE
ju OlIfEN-ATIN_AYSI
MONEY:
STANDING ON THE OUTS/DE MO IIMMICKS!
° feu
"
LOW PRICES!

r
1
04

res

SUPERB MEATS
Eviory cut of moat guarantdood to pique*

Lean Meaty Boston Style

t
5In

t
t

FROZEN FOODS DEPT.
Morton %Apple, Peach and Cherry

3 for 89*

FRUIT PIES

PORK ROAST

LEMONSUNSHINE
NEW
M YUM
'CHERRY COOLER
49°

Lean Tender

291

Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.

2 for 35*

GREEN PEAS
Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.

MIXED VEGETABLES _ _ _ 2 for 39*
Morton - 8-0z.

POT PIES _ _ _ Your Choice - 3 for 59*

PH? CHERRIES
"inW

Armour or Reelfaiit

K

Bar

CRISCO
OIL

2-Lb. PILO

48-oz.

890

isHITE HOMINY-1' 3cat: 29*

DISHWASHING
LIQUID

Si7

P4307

Sliced

1-Lb. PIC9-

SWAN

Pure Vegetable

PIMENTO CHEESE

Field Worthmore Sliced

SPeCia
Moro proof you con do b•tiiir hior•

NEW YORK (UPI)—For those
dkpectant mothers'experiencing
di, morning sickness is unpleast. But it may be a good luck
en.
Dr. Joseph Bfandes of the
Allier Foundation Research Intute figures pregnancies of
ch women- may-be healthier in
e long run. Natiseated women
e significantly fewer premae deliveries, miscarriages, and
w-birth-weight babies.

590

and

BACON •.69c4Jowl:Bacon, 890

39°1

o=n
eene
ksew
s

HAM SALAD

WIENERS 490

LIFEBNY SOA
Quart

PARKER'S - 11-02. Cup

ALL MEAT - 12-oz. pkg.

TURNIP GREENS & Turnips 2 for 35'

IETliE.JUICE

Pure Pork

Lb

Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.

Reg.

can Boneless

PORK rnA PORK
-SAUSAGE
MC
CUTLETS
STEAK OM;

CHOICE!

Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.

STRAWBERRIES

45

lb.

TAMALES

37.779°1

150z Can

a

CORN FLAKES__ _ 18.B.39*

Giant 22 Or Size
!YELLOW SOLID

MARGARINE
KRAUT

More proof you can do bettar here ts.
11,:11
.5:

FOLGER'S
COFFEE

16-0z. Can

2`,:irs;` 35'

CAKE& FROSTING MIX

I

PORK & BE

CATSUP

to

cans
- — 1410z. Cans

79C

•

FRUITS ond
VEGETABLES

14 07 Bottle
F

PAMPERED FROM PICKING TO YOUR PURCHASE
Texas

-

lb. 1

0

- 2-Lb. Box

65

JELLY

(Assorted)

tF hA
eishtTieUS

- — 1 Doz. in Cello Bag

T
ICiT
\
—8-0z.
Glass 19°I

Nor

YAMS,

- —lb. I 0°

Fresh Crisp

RADISH[S

---watr-wrrh-ev-- • -,
-,
- .

'
39

Sweet

KRAFT LOW CALORIE

SIAFRAN RELIEF - Returned
frunt•Blafrit. Prigeess Camila
of B.airbon. Parma. sister of
future Ring Don Carlos of
Spain. testifies before a Senate subecmmittee hearing M
WashingAktin the problems
if llinfran relief. Lower. NI[
'g•orian leztilev Gen. Yakobta
Gowan tens newsmen in Lagos. -We Will tikeassistanee
leinii aii.etitabte tiourrelt -if
they roffor honest. shivery
and genuine'advice., but Air'
.1Ii‘it- Iv InTifinieted- 61t *111'
-

at

CHEF'S DELIGHT

CHEESE SPREAD

25

A: AL

for

TURNIPSNew
I-16. tin

oozes

—HUNT'S-

249.

SHOWBOAT

49°1

JIFFY

BUSH
CHOPPED IL SHREDDED

Big Special.

• 3 LBS

60z. 13dg

If You Match The QUALITY You C n't Beat The PRICE

2 F°R '
15

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

6 Days a Week
•
-0111•5••••••

LT-Z.5.0P-

...14111.1anriarr

...s.:**.eir
•rePrig....,

stiPtR roAlli(f 1

-
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with the exception of one s
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Benton Highway,
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are tuirierway to serv
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(Continued From Page II

Bee Creek...

Blood River
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SEEN & HEARD

Narcotic merely

heart.

,

BOWLING
STANDINV

WASHINGTON (UPI)—A sue
vey of University of Michigan
By UbrrrED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
(Continued From Pane 1)
students indicated that approximately eight out of 10 had never
(Conientiftl From Pais, 1)
MADISON HEIGHTS, MICH. — Mayor Monte R. Geralds, explaintried a nonmedical'', prescribed
officially tur
was
project
„dile
L
Al
ivweaYv;ithi
Weak
n your income.intncocnithe..
3g an ordinance prescribing penalties for parents whose teen-are the people in the ghettos of the tary grant of $93,000 came from
narcotic, amphetamine, tranquilover to the city yesterday
the Economic Development Ad.
Never speak evil of anyone.
wvieheannithase
sPta
av
rts
lovg
'settge• ito
zera
, or Khoe
altluc
*Wen are guilty of criminal offenses:
inino
,Fpeunbit
, aeccor
ifetng
tfi
lee p.m. in the water seat
-Large city. She told of some ministration,
company
or
Mahe.
good
Keep
dentist starts
e'en want to make it clear to parents that society expects of the speakers and the work
office.
total
is
a
games
of
dunce.
In the project, there
Never play
e
- •
edl the tools ready, our saliva- Service
1MM to exercise responsibility for the acts of their children." while they were there.
eports, journal of the
Drink no intoxicating drinks. tinn begins.
of 20,000 feet of gravity sewer
U.S. Public Health Service.
Miss Powell, summer mission- ,
John Trotter, Superintenden. Good character is above everyWASHINGTON — Medical Corps Col. John J. Kovaric, in a ary in Toledo, Ohio, related her ranging In size from twelve to
Involved
600
I
sn
were
thing else.
twenty four inches. There are of the system said today that la
atter estimating that up to 30 per cent of U. S. soldiers in Vietnam expe •
studentsgi
thveensurv
including the sraneYopporLake Pleasant Dam, 35 miles
to have this lar Keep your own secrets if you
pleased
feet
of
tee
inch
was
3
900
bromide.
aye smoked marijuana:
ganizatian of a new Baptist 2 Much
northwest of Phoenix, Ariz., is bmite to respond anonymously,
have any.
of the planning for the project completed and said
is readily available to anyone at many Vietnamese church and a mission while she
"Maril=
ee
2,200
feet long and 261 feet with no threat of detection or
posyou
can
borrow
if
Never
sedimenBee Creek line was done by work on the secondary
oadside stands. Because of its accesibility, it is a great credit to was there. She said they lived
self-incrimination.
The same
high.
sibly avoid it.
along
Rob
operation
is
also
well
Huie,
former
tattoo
Superintendent
he strength of character and maturity of the average GI that its in different homes each week.
survey showed that 44.1 per cent
not mane until You are able
coostruc.
Do
a
latter
is
The
who
passed
away,
then
later
by
way.
the
Oklahoma's land area la had used marijuana or hashish at
"Relevant Faith In Commun•
ise ... Is as low as it is." _.
magnitude to support a wife.
ity Living" was the theme of Superintendent John Trotter and ton project of some
69R19 square meet
least once.
yourself
himest
if
You
part
of
the
Keel)
used
as
over the meeting. Mrs. Alfred Tay- City Council member Leonard also and is
UCRAMENTO1 Cant —GM. Ronald Reagan,fro •
Vaughn, who was chairman ofthe sewerage treatment operation,would be happy.
Memorof
director
WMU
lor,
lie dallehter Maufree's remark on her return from a USO tour
Water and Sewer Committee for
Trotter pointed out that proper When you speak to a person,
4 Adam that she does riot consider a military victory there La! `Church, gave the welcome.
disposal plays a big look into his eyes.
several
years,
sewerage
Heron
Church
West
is
Flint
Mrs. Bill Miller of
Wkilllary:
present day light Make net haste te be rich, if
the
present
Water
and
in
the
Sewer
part
,- .°Whle I'm partial to my daughter and love her very much, I gave the call to prayer and the
you would prosper.
pollution, "As the poptsfour
Committee
Chairman.
along"
of
against
Ifkt think foreign politics should be decided by her opinion." devotion'A "sing
Save when you are young to
With the completion of this 'aeon grows so grows the mass
favorite hymns was held.
when you .are old.
During the morning session project and the turning over of of wastes that pollute our living Never
NEW YORK — Bob Hope, noting that President Nixon had been
into deb unless you
.
'
l tlal
The WMU, YWA, GA, and Sun- the keys to the pumping station areas", he said, "creating a see a way out again.
matte to attend a fund-raising dinner for the Eisenhower Medical
beam leaders reporting on the by the contractor, all of the city never ending cycle,"
Good company and good con:inter:
work they had done in the var- of Murra
urray has sewer service "Economic need causes man versation are the
"I didn't expect Nixon here tonight. He doesn't even have a
e sinews of
yRCHANTS
action
programs
kass mission
to move In ever increasing num- virtues.
White House in this state."
e
of the churches. This includ.
bers to commuidiY living and Your character cannot be badly
ed the dinner for the Interne for the day.
clean water and clean air should hurt except by your own ' es.
'
. \
• of you,
Matter by tional students at the BSU con-It was announced that Ken- have our number one priority"• If an
'
the
speaks eve
viding a vote on'
neth Parks of Paducah, mis- be continued,
taxpayers of the East Fork ter January 15.
let your life be so that no
atershed B
le now on fur. "Murray is to be commended one will
Clark's River watershed and. The association voted to pun Amery to Chi
believe it.
West Fork Clark's River wat- chase four game tables for the bough, will be the speaker at /Or attacking her share of the Never be idle. li your hands
BSU,
Center.
'The
was
WMU
,,
ershed.
the July 27th meeting at ten problem now. The mayor and cannot be employed usefully,
host for the reception held fol.
.m. at the Flint BaPtiet awl' council's thankless job today may attend to the culture of your
.State Representative David
A group cu opposition candi- lowing the state BSU oonvengo unnoticed, but it will contrib. mind.
Carte
of
McCracken
count
_
.
y dates ran for election to the tion here In September and eh*
Flighty persons were present. ute to the health and well being
eas introduced
ntroduced a bill in the board of directors of these two sixty doll
was lett o
from
We thought we might overcome
House which would set the stage
of future generations".
diatricts and were elected in expenses which tees given to
—
for a court-supervised refer- the election Nov. 4. These canTrotter pointed out that expan- our fear of going to the tooth
BSU
the
toward
the
purchase
enclem to determine whether a didates had pledged to take
sloe within the system is a never dentist, wth age, however each
***
watershed conservancy district steps to bring about a vote on al a choir bus. •
ending job. A new standpipe will visit leaves us with sweaty
Plans
were
made
for
the
xt
abotdd be discontinued.
whether the watershed work meeting to be held M
The Mongolian PetaisiM's Re- be constructed soonontheJohnny Palms end Palpitations of the
"
tad Pr°- should be continued.
such a lav
"him°
April 27, at seven p. rn. at the Oiklic is about equal in size .to Robertson Road to give the city rest of
vide
for uniform
application to
the system with a large
ntain, Germany, France, another million .plus gallons of
Lloyd Gre
districts in the state, it
action on the proposed BSU Center with Rev.
This line which will extend oat the
Ho '
4 specifically aimed at pro- bl
ikhas been taken at tiatattine„ Cornell. BSU director, as host Italy 4PortuaL combined, water above the ground.
standpipe wlitbe eOnnectedtoltie Igen Grcoe ilighlwar.
.,
a • •

There really is no reason to
get M1 excited with the pain
gadg
are:s uasnedd what have
killi
m4ngthat
today.

Notice

CREDIT ASSOCIATION

W
B'
lotroduced

All members are urged to attend!

Any non-member merchants who

are interested are welcome.

Southside Restaurant

11700
4

Illianday; Jan. 29

p.m.

BIGGEST SALE***1131115I PRICE
EVER OFFERED AT

WIGGINS FURNITURE

MAGIC-TRI
BOWLING LEAGUI
Week of 140-70
Standings:
W.
Johnson's Grocery
61
48
Owep Food Market
47
Goisetry Kiachen
Ezell Beauty School 44

IRE STARTS THURSDAY MOWN
WE HAVE JUST RETURNED FROM A BEDDING SHOW (SPECIAL MATTRESS AWING)

WE BOUGHT********NOW WE ARE GOING TO PASS THE SPECIALS ON TO YOU
YOU WILL HAVE TO SEE THESE GREAT BUYS TO BELIEVE WE CAN OFFER SUCH

- QUALITY BEDDING AT THIS LOW LOW PRICE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
00
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
00
00
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TM SIZE BIN( SPRING, MATTRESS,

I

FRAME &

MAPLEHEADBOARD
& MATTRESS
ALL 4 PCS

1.7
49.95

ONLY

DACRON
MATTRESS
& BOX SPRINGS

2 PC.

DUPONT

oi

NYLON

SOFA & CHAIR
REG. 249.95

2 PC: TRADITIONAt

SOFA &CHAIR

REG. 249.95

114"

ALL THESE GOOD BUYS ARE AT
•

153-456B

11C

Reg
Reg
Reg

$
WHILE THEY LAST

7995

SV

oits

$295

CLOSING
OUT AT

WE MUST SELL BEFORE ANY MORE
COMES IN REGARDLESS OF PRICE

PER SO. YD.

SOLID

I EARLY AMERICAN

Reg
Reg.

GOL D

SOME REMMANT5 INCLUDED -

CLOSING OUT LOTS OF'
ODDS & ENDS
SUCH AS: WARDROBES,
BASE CABINETS, AND TABLE

/mg,'
Sd
Fl
*1"

A BETTER BUY

KING SIZE wE0FliutririzEsiiriliE FULL SIZE
CARPET
WE HAVE A STORE JAMMED FULL OF
HIGH QUALITY FURNITURE

(c,,oCLOSING OUT
ALL 1969 HOTPOINT APPLIANCES e'
UNBELIVABLE LOW PRICE
REFRIGERATORS RANGES WASHERS DRYERS

YOU CAN'T FIND

FULL SIZE 312 COIL
FILLED COVER

7

KENTUCKY LAKI
BOWLING LBAGU
- Weak of 11.19-70
Standings:
W.
Mutual of Omaha
54
Bank of Murray
48
T. V. Service Center 45'
Martin Oil
45
Lindsey's
44
Moose Lodge
40l
Mo-Go Oil
36
Country Kitchen
38
Colonial Bread
33l
Murray Mobil limes 31
Carrier Corp.
28
Crazy Horse
28
Williams Super Ser. 25
13
It. O. T. C. ,
High Team 3 Games
T. V. Service Center
Mutual of Omaha
Bank of Murray
High Team 3 Genies
T. V. Service Center
!do Go Oil
Country Kitchen
High Team Single Goer
T. V. Service C-Anta.r
T. V. Service Center
Mo-Go Oil
High Team Single Gam
Mo-Go Oil
T. V. Service Center
T. V. Service Center ___
High Ind. 3 Games
Dennis Goodwin
Paul Mansfield
Don Abell
High Thnie Gems*
Paul Mansfield
Dennis Goodwin. ....es.
Wyvan Holland ---,-.._
High Ind. Simple Germ
Paul Mansfield
James Hargrove
.
T. C. Hargrove
High Ind. Seem Game
Paul Mansfield
James Hargrove
Dennis Goodwin
Top Ton Bowlers
.
Dennis Goodwin
Jim Neale
Norm Chancy
.
Lyman Dixon
T. C. Hargrove
Don Abell
Gene Skiles
James Washer
Vernon Riley
Paul Ragsdale

MAPLE

TABLE

CHAIRS

ONLY

169

WE NOW.HAVE

BABY CRIB.
IN MAPLE, WHITE,e
GREEN OR YELLOW WITH MATCHING
CHEST OF DRAWERS •
OR CHIFFROBES

GOLD SEAL (CONGOLEUM NAIR) '

SALE
STARTS

THURSDAY
MORNING
DO
MISS

WIGGINS FURNITURE

NOT
IT

1

501 NYLON CARPET
ITS A
STEAL

S

95

PER 50. YD.
YOUR CHOICE
OF COLOR

T

Alligator
COATS
led Mbar Orme
- - Now III
110 ••- Now 032
03S - ••• New 111
°PO • -•• Now '24
'22.SO • N. '111
OMR
MOM

11.I

Spoi

R.11
Reg. '71
Rug. NH
Res.'37
Reg. '31
R. 'ZS

SE

RE
Sate
ME

AT ONLY

VA MILES NORTH OF MURRAY
BENTON HIGHWAY

Free Parking Free Delivery Easy Terms

25

ME

•
IF YOU CAN'T BUY NOW
COME LOOK AROUND ANYWAY.
111.0emee.
.1.••• fee..
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Carroll Volkswagen 40
Jerry's Restaurant
Bank of Murray

36
32

32
36

Shirley Billington

40
41

Shirley Billington

Miller Funeral Home 31
Town & Country
Dress Shop
21 51
High Team Series NC
Johnson's Grocery
280(
Country Kitchen
2761
Jerry's Restaurant
2754
High Ind. Series NC

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

AY—

High Ind. Genie NC
243
Hilda Bennett _____
225
Mary Smith
_ 225
Margaret Morton
224
High Ind. Series SC
sallle Guy
501
in a series. ASA WHITNEY was a
Margaret Morton
498
prophet way ahead of his times.
Hilda Bennett
464 In 1846, when railways were so little reHigh Ind. Series NC
garded that investors and engineers were in.
Sallie Guy
630 tent on canals, this Asa Whitney was urg.
Shirley Billingtan
618 ing upon Congress, legislatures of States,
Hilda Bennett
605 territorial officials, and the public at large—
Splits Converted
through pamphlets and newspaper, - a railValada Stuart
6-10 way from the Atlantic Coast to P...get Sound
Sallie Guy
2-7
Maryanne Layne ------5-6
Glenda Hill
3-10
Audrey Perry
2-7-8
Phyllis Carson
4-5

Daybook of America

KENTUCKY LAKE
BOWLING LEAGUE
- Week of 1-19-70
standings:
W.
Mary Harris
Mutual of Omaha
624
54 18
Bank of Murray
80'7
48% 2344 Isabel Parks
Candy Jenkins
T. V. Service Center 45%
599
High Ind. Series SC
Martin Oil
45 xl
Marilyn Parks
Lindsey's
507
44 36
483
Moose Lodge
40% al% Mildred Hodge
Isabel Parks
475
M.o-Go Oil
36 36
High Team Game NC
Country Kitchen
36 36
1033
Colonial Bread
33% 38% Johnson's Grocery
Bank of Murray
954
Murray Mobil Homes 31 41
Country Kitchen
Carrier Corp.
950
28 44
Top Ten Averages
High Ind. Game NC
Crazy Horse
28 44
Margaret Morton
153
Isabel Parks
226 Mary Harris
Williams Super Ser. 25 47
150
Martha
Andrus
224 Mary Smith
R. O. T. C.
13 517
148
Candy Jenkins
221 Sallie Guy
High Team 3 Games SC
140
High Ind. Game SC
T. V. Service Center ____ 2751
Verona Grogan
139
189 Polly Owen
Mutual 41 Omaha
2393 Marilyn Parks
139
182 Martha Ails
Bank of Murray
2473 Isabel. Parks _____
137
Mildred Hodge
177 Ona Birdsong
High Team 3 Games NC
137
177 Glenda Hill
T. V. Service Center
3045 Wanda Nance _____
135
Splits
Converted
2958
Mo Go Oil
Hilda Bennett
134
5-10 Valada Stuart
Country Kitchen
2915 Emma Adams
132
Geraldine
Myers - 84, 4-5-7
High Team Single Gems SC
Helen Hargrove
131
-2-7-8
973 Jean Kalberer
T. V. Service Center
2-5
T. V. Service Center
946 Kay Dell
_____ 5-7
Mo-Go Oil
911 Canal Hill
4-7
High Team Single Game NC Candy Jenkins
4-5
Ito-Go Oil
1073 Estelle &ell
2-7
1071 Isabel Parks
T. V. Service Center
Top Ten Averages
1044
T. V. Service Center
Marilyn Parks
160
High Ind. 3 Games SC
160
Dennis Goodwin
629 Bobbie Garrison
157
Paul Mansfield
606 Betty Dixon
MIAMI (UPI) — In bad need
156
567 Mildred Hodge
Don Abeil
•••••••
Wanda Nance
of 'a wide receiver with speed,
High Throe Gimes NC
148 the Miauai Dolphins weren't in
Paul Mansfield ----- 684 •LaVaughn Latimer
142 the mood to gamble on the forDennis Goodwin
863 Mary Harris
139 tunes of the college player draft.
Wyvan Holland
844 Virginia Buchanan
Nancy Rogers
138
That's why they jumped at a
High hid. Single Game SC
138 chance to trade away their firstw—r
Paul Mantifield
629 Sondra Thompson
137 round pick in exchange for CleveJames Hargrove
232 Isabel Perks
134 land Browns star receiver Poi
T. C. Hargrove
224 Betty 'Bernell
Warfield.
High Ind. Sine. Game NC
Paul litiusseitld
295
"Warfield is a proven star
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
James lierMwve
264
and thus we will not have to
BOWLING LEAGUE
Dennis Goodwin
230
gamble on the college draft,"
Week of Jan. 23, 1970
Top Ton Bowlers
said Dolphin managing partner
Standings:
W. L
Nimbi Goodwin
186 PutPals
45 27 Joe Robbie in announcing the
Jim Neale
184 Chumps
43 29 deal Monday.
Norm Chancy
183 Quads
Warfield, 27, a former All42 30
Lyman Dixon
182 Hi-Los
37 35 America at Ohio State ,had his
T. C. Hargrove
180 Miracles
37 35 best season at Cleveland in 1968
Dan Abell
180 Flub-Ups
29 43 when he caught 50 passes for 1,Gene Skiles
177 Bowlettes
28 44 06'7 yards and 12 touchdowns.
James Washer
177 Shakers
Last year the six-footer caught
27 46
Vernon Riley
173
Nigh Team Game SC
42 passes for 886 yards and 10
Paul Ragsdale
174 Champs
603 touchdowns to help the Browns
Miracles
sas grab the Eastern Conference title
MAGIC-TRI
Pin-Pals
56f In the National Football League.
BOWLING LEAGUE
High Team Series SC
Week ef 1-20-70
Champs
1631 Scots encourage
W.
Stendinmn
Miracles
1594 toothbruabing
Johnson's Grocery
61 11 Pin-Pals
1591
NER YQRIc,(UPI)- The gov48 94
Owag Food Market
Nigh had. Game SC
ernment inS~ast tall gave
Canistey Kitchen
47
25 Margaret Morton
193 each child-m4evini
ichtiol a free
Ezell Beauty School 44
Mary Smith
186 toothbrushing
kit containing
information about care of
children's teeth.
Children successfully completing a course in regular toothbrushing were scheduled to
receive a "Happy Smile" badge.
13 oz.

No.8

via the route explored by Lewis and Clark.
He foresaw this as insuring American population of the Northwest and advancing U.S.
commerce and influence in the Far Rest
Congress was induced to finance surveys of
feasible routes to the Pacific Coast—northern, central and southern,
Whitney eventually impoverished himself
in his advocacy of• coast-to-coast railway
linkage. But- he lived to
see opening in 1869 of the
Union Pacific-Central Pacific route, and, in 1870.
beginning of construction
at Minnesota of the Northern Pacific on the route
he had envisioned originally. The latter required
more engineering ingenuity than the UP-CP linkage, or completion of the
Southern Pacific from
New Orleans westward
over the third route.

FALL AND WINTER VACATIONS

double occupancy • per person

At a Modem
Resort Lodge
•
Planned Recreatiost
Programs & *did
Evening
Entertainment
AT THESE' KENTUCKY STATE PARKS: • curopriend hie
M GM. • minors! Iati. at Carnallison • Jenny Wary el Prestsasioseg
• gaidsclry Dim Village et Cilhertsville • lake Cumbertaad at Wan.
Win • Mature' 115Idp it Sleds • Caner Cans at Wive NMI
BankAmericeril and any INTERBANK ciird hortareli

111. $ad parkas' ruts par Perlin Inelv445 mutt 5wt•51alamael
tearing (*Iowa. croateaney) In a luzur,aus room vorth two levels NO,
hem Sunday 'waning dinner through Thursday lunch retry wok ago
October 12. 1969 through Mang 26. 1970 ...(moss Cada= Ma "./
•!1
Ducemen 21 V)
Caoni Ismonet
(WI 121 11711 sr ses nor taboi 111111111111111
Imm•
114 4:114
*111 1,5•155-5, Ur0•11*"
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41.
is

DigeOU
Health & 13@aufg Aids
DOGGONE
6000

10's Double Edge

'SNICK PLATINUM PLUS BLADES
Reg. Price $1.45 990

Family Size

GLEEM TOOTHPASTE
QUANTITY
RIGHTS
RESERVED

Req. Pt- 1CP $1.05 890

4.3 or. Tube
HEAD & SHOULDERS SHAMPOO
Reg. Price $1.75

$1.09

Reg. Price 890

90

12 oz.
SCOPE MOUTHWASH
Req. Price $1.19

50's

e

SWEATERS
P••••••• • Vas.

and Oilmor Omni

is ,u

Sport Coat
Rau *37.90
Rog '35.00

1555.55

55..51

SHIRTS

con•Ille Son tolm•

Men's
Slacks
Reduced

25% OFF
MENS JACKETS
25% off

11-

and

Shirts
/
1
2 Price
BAY.

alia Imams WAVIIW). AV: r

1
0

1
0
e

Jack Frost
PLAIN OR IODIZED SALT

10c
Jergens Bath Size

TOILET SOAP

Good-N-Rich
CAKE

MIXES & IROSTING

Devil's Food, White, Yellow,
Spice, Cake Mixes,
Brownie Mix, White or
Chocolate Frostings

School Day 8 oz
PEAS

1

FAMOUS
NAME

All
Turtle
Neck
Sweaters

41. 4•.•

itieW•

Mc

a

oPs

REDUCED
Sale
MEN'S SHIRTS

•••••••• low pew.

0lb.

Putdu 1#
YELLOW &WHITE POPCORN

'22.50 - Plow *la
-11111
1.9
MOM

Showboat Pork & Beans Pinto Beans - Great
Northern Beans White
Hominy - Navy Beans Golden Hornitiy Red Beans

414

- - - • Kr."211
"30 • - • • Now '24

jlt. 441
1
Bush's
CANNED GOODS SALE

Rag.'4000

Res.'29.95
140 - - •• Now on

Jiffy 8 oz.
BISCUIT MIX

Golden Ripe
BANANAS

Res. 109.95

- • - No55

1Ot ald

.
w; V•
6

$20 FOR $150,000
Taxi
driver George Vance looks
like it's all In a day's work
in Denver, Colo., after find- Mg a purse containing $1!50,000 in the back seat .of his
cab. He returned it to Mrs. M L Berry
20-buck tip!

end Moll= a am

Reg.'79.95

CONVENIENT

Cab

Owl 74141.

Coifs

Big

sr0 JO

Rag. 15.00 • Sale'00
Rog. 665.00 • - • Salle'52

Alligator

A

Short

Rae. *67.50 ••• Sals • 70

SWIM! NaCkS

4
4:

leare•mrs

R;a. '125 - • • We 'MO
Ras '115 - - • Ws 92

'

!
•

ANACIN TABLETS 69C
Reg Pnr-P gf--4

MENS SUITS
Regular • Long

.5

4

JUST WONDERFUL HAIRSPRAY

FINAL WEEK

a

By_AARK KINNAIRD

First three winters atter.
NP trains operated in
North Dakota, and the
freezing of Misgouri River
halted-ferries, the movement of passengers and
fright continued between
Bismarck and Mandan via
tracks laid upon the ice,
as shown here. Photo from
The Northern Pacific:
Main Street of the Northwest, by Charles R. Wood
(Superior Publishing Co.,
Seattle, Washington).
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Miami Gets
Warfield

Hs"Ssiallear•Mr: •• 3171.awl

N L ARY 28 197

III

ID
Red Bird 4oz. 100
Vienna Sausage

PRICES EFFECTIVE JANUARY 28th, 1970 THROUGH FEBRUARY 10th, 1970
FOUR DAYS after 'New Jersey's new Republican governor, William T. Cahill, decried the "awesome" problem
of drug use in his inaugural
address, his mon John i above)
was ;arrested in Philadelphia
and charged with poeNvip.011
is
01
to sti,wer charges Feb. 4.1

UT STREET
CONVENIENT 808 CHESTN
Murray,
MN
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Decision Will Be Important.
Court
Supreme
Church
State
WASHINGTON
WINDOW

Waiz, who owns a vacant lot is Stanley Lowell indicates that if recover back taxes.
leaders think they should, and a
State Island valued at $100 and all churches and synagogues in
The National Council of few churches actually have
taxed at $5.24 a year.
the United States were subject- Churches, the U.S. Catholic begun to make contributions in
There are about 310,000 Walt contends that if reli- ed to normal property taxation, Conference and the Synagogue lieu of taxes to their city
of America have governments.
houses of worship in the United gious organizations paid proper- the annual revenue from this Council
States. Their value as real ty taxes, his own taxes would source
would exceed $2,2 argued in briefs filed with the The Rev, Dr. Eugene Carson
Supreme Court that a tax on a Blake, general secretary of the
estate has been estimated at be less and the difference billion.
house of worship is, in effect, a World Council of Churches,
$110 billion, All of them are represents a contribution which
presently exempt from state he is compelled to make to
Actually, it is very doubtful tax on religion clearly forbid- hopes that all churches evenchurches in violation of the that any such sum could be den by the first amendment.
'
and local property taxes.
tually will adopt this course.'s
the collected. Many churches hover
to
contributions, he
Whether they can or should First Amendment
Voluntary
Is Moral Question
be taxed is a question the U.S. Constitution.
on the brink of insolvency even Beyond
the constitutional says, are a constitutional way'
,40
Sum is Small
Supreme Court will decide
with tax exemption, and the Issue is a moral question: Sine for religious institutions to
Although the sum of money added burden of property taxes
sometime .between now and
churches and synagogues ben carry their fair share of the
Involved in this particular case would push them right over into
ncurt June.
fit from municipal services cost of government services,,
Pending before the high cout Is very small—about 11 cents a bankruptcy. State and cities such as police and dr and avoid the resentment which
Is one of the most important year— the ultimate impact of a would then face the delicate protection, should they
the taxpaying public is likely to,
church-state cases in many rWing in Walz's favor would be problem of seizing religious voluntarily help to pay tot feel toward anyone who ise,
by
study
recent
A
enormous.
years. It was brought by a New
property for forced sale to them? A number of religloul getting a free ride.
York lawyer named Frederick martin A. Larson and C.
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Religion writer
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WEDNESJAY EVENING PROGRAMS
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By STEVE GERSTEL

WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Senate's Democratic and Republican leaders, Mike Mansfield and Hugh Scott, have set
the tone Lc the election year
session— a lot of heavy politics.
In the first days, the two
THURSDAY MORNING MCGRAW
Senate leaders have managed
Country Marriipt
5 le Worship
to urge senators to suppr ass
NewsSiMerPactarders Navy
MoroMat Show
if :3000 Morn;,,,,
politics while at the same time
%I
Show CBS
Jake Morning
Mess Gomel
loosening harsh criticism at
7 30 "Il
T avy; Weather
Morn
n:Ing Latch
Soso lieu
Seas Show
each other's party.
woo
Ceatain ICWWW00
Today; WOMIlOr The
Oal -X
AO Today
Their speeches, within a d
Mote Dowries Shim sere
Seas Shaw
of each other, appear to be the
9 11:; c'oncTinaksat....
:
Ht C
sv
assil
l'AZ tam
"
1.
PiVbrrYSI"
prelude to a year-long slugfest,
n to Salt of the Century Ana of Marbefrv
Barbara
Moore Shaer
Show
• LI :30 Hollywood Sguaresove of Lit*
Barbara Moore
not only on the leadership level,
Jeopardy
Heart
but down through the ranks.
li
or - Whir, 10.
for
sow
Thlhed
Gel
With the Senate and House at
THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
stake in the elections, the
:00
Noon
Show
news:
Singing
All
My
Children
12 The Noon Show As the World Turns
Cony.:31
Lers Make a Deal
Mansfield-Scott approach was
gII :00
of Our Lives Marry
The
Newbmed Gerrie
not surprising. What was
:30 Davs
The Doctors
It.. Dating Clem
Guiding.Solendored
Light
unexpected, however, is the
kg :00
Another Proms*.
World _Idge
SmootofStorm
:30 Bright
SrLit, 0. LM
Night
seriousness with which they
.00 To Tell the TrulitGallier Pyle. USSAC
2
Shadows
Dirk
7
.30 Lost in Spare TM Beverly Minipill*
island
cautioned against letting partiLost Avenue
in SameSouth Wavle:
LOwe Lucy
san politifts predominate.
4 430)iliftt
The
Real McCoy
'The Girl Mast
Criticizes Administration
c
:SO 16th Avenue SouthCBSLikely"
News Van
AOCDyke
J
:311 HuntlemArinkleif
evenlow Nees. Dick
Mansfield, the mild-man red
THURSDAY EVENING• PAOGRANAS
Democrat who Is less prone to
Whir.; spa
NewsLiintit
go for the political jugular,
Altair &torts News
Pat Paulsen
6 :SO
Lowell Whir.:
ThamesSods. Faintly
:39News;
started it off with a speech
The Jim Nabors Hour. That Girl
In Niw Guinea The
.1I :A
:70 tronside
a
Jim Nabors HourBewitched
hijghlz critical of the adminisTom Jones '
" Innis
-Mogi.:
'
This Is Tom Jones
8'1.113resret 11:
70
tration.
"The Lew Ong
Peri& npoo
Jere wow' . Paris
?OM,
At a closed meeting of Senate
AO Degn Marlin
_ ft
71P :U Dane Martin _
Movie
Drenricrais,—Mansfield attacked
%mos
Sim,
. News. Wthr
4 av AN News; W hir , Sport. Ner., Wav
I hi, :311 The Toniaht Sly,. The Mery Griffin Show Munson Outdoors.
the administration on a failure
O.
:00Th. Tonight Shoe The Merv -Griffin Show Mov6:
to give sufficient recognition to
tr ,Il g :U The Tonight Show The MeryGriffin Show "Wild Seed"
domestic urgencies, inflation
12
dc CevOTIFeer
-Taitiga
d several other issues. They
The Dick Coven Show
IS
II
The Dick Coven Show
w
I
were strong wards.
At the same time, Mansfield
said "so far as the Democratic
majority is concerned, this will
not be a political issue."
Scott, who enjoys politics
immensely, replied a day late/
on the Senate floor and
Immediately agreed that it was
time to "quit putting politics

Northside
Shopping
Center

c

130

1

THE symem

of Apollo 13, to head Moonward in April, car-

ries the theme of Apollo the Sun god. The LAtin phrase "Ex
Luna, Scientia" translates to "From the

Moon, Knowledge."

Lambastes Democrats
This came after the first
three pages of a four-page
speech in which he lambasted
the Democrats.
Mansfield challenged Scott on
the Senate floor and got some
assistance from his top lieutenant, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass.
"Housewives around the
country are wondering when
yet* going to have a president
who will use the power of thi
• esidency to reverse inflation," Kennedy said.
Scott rejected Kennedy's
complaint and said "surely we
cannot set aside in one year the
damage that has been done to
the economy in 10 years of
Democratic congresses."
They're off and running,

AP ATTACKS RISING
COST OF LIVING
CHECK& COMPARE THESE LOW PRICES

ULTRA BRITE
ED

FOIL C
12-11 LS

Helping hand icapped
NEW YORK (UPI)-A new
method for helpinghandicapped
children adjust at the preschool.
day-care level will be tested at
Georgetown University in Washington, D. C., "Medical World
News
"reports.

STEAK SALE!

HAMS

WHOLE OR
HALF

LB:
SLICED LB.

k
Fintorcut
P
Chops
Pt.45
Pork
Sausage
Super Rillilt
Prk Sausage12-1-b. $1.15)
Country Treat

98t

790
lb.
c
75.:

Lb.

2 Lb.

Pkg.

11.5

Flaky Biscuits

11).$118
Round Or

320 1.

Or.Con 100

A

Saltines
Soot'

19

Vienna Sausage

• Oa.

APPLE PIES

4 $1
390

9

4

•

3
4 Oils

PRICES GOOD THAU

Can

Catsup

SAT

SHE

4c
"
01

2 uo. pig

Fig Bars

Del Monte

Development
Child
The
Center is setting up a halfway
house for the handicapped
Specialists assigned
children.
there will attempt to find the
most effective way to teach eac
youngster.

41-.-08:

bean

Marvel

Del Monts

980

KR

0T4'

5 0,$1
Can

Cling Peaches

Lb.

79
Breakfast
Super Right Bice..
Skluless Franks "'
'
Pk 49c
Fresh Chic km Parts
Whole
Breast"'
"68
Fresh Chicken Parts
Whole Legs
Lb•684
-lump bast
Spare Ribs
'16 79$

TOOTH
SCOPI

LVES.

Marvel

100.
Can

Green Beans

$128

Beef Roast ". 980 Swiss Steak

Golden Ries Orange

Danish Rolls

Slott/Biked

lb.

Heal Of Round

41111TE
BREAD

or

T-BONE

1-1-b. P
190

JANE PARKER
"THORO-BLEND"

W on Wheel

SIRLOIN

ROUND

int

Dal-Monte Cut
Of AMON..-C.

SUPER-RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

-2MNIONELESS

Three horses are-Palling Sun chariot from Earth to Moon.

vet RSvv.(

Le

3

JAN. 31

GOLDEN
RIPE

GERBER

BANANAS

CRISP HE AD

BABY

LETTUCE

119t

I

KLEENEX

EACH

FACIAL
TISSUES

Forget for a second it's
a Volkswagen.
Try to think of the Volkswagen Fastback
sedan as just another fastback._
Forget the oir-cooled, rear-mounted engine.
Forget the oil it takes by the pint insteod
of the quart.
Forget the 4-wheel independent torsion
bar suspension.
But most of all . forget the 26 miles it
overages to a golloo of regular gas.
Forget all the things that might make our
fastback seem like just another Volkswagen,
_
and what's left?.
A few thinqs that might make our fastback
seem like onyThing but a Volkswagen.
like wall-to-wall carpeting. 49-pos.Ltion
front Seats. Rear center armrest. Oriapal
automatic transmissign.
And even a few things that make if seem
like anything but just onother-fostback.
Like the electric clock, tinted rear window, .
disc brakes in front, 2 trunks, e'ectr'Onic fuel
injection.
And o price of $24$9.21
r

Carroll Volkswageninc
8- 00
Murray, Kentud, y

[
SAVE]
164

SULTANA
INSGUICK
Ou Dos

FROZEN MEAT PIES

19c
-•

With The Coupon

Only Al A&P

Good
Food St-es
Coupon E•plres Sat , Ian 31
litegulet Price Without Cnupnts
Limit I Coupon Pet(utthrner

Ap we
AP 00 eitei tete 0
CHARMIN
BATHROOM
TISSUE

4 son Pks

37c:
With Thia Coupon
Good Only At ALP Food
rrs
aspen tapir" Sat ,
Scowler Pm. Without
Lhasa 1 C,:rrsPos rat 4. or,"-•

"

• ....c.440

8

200 CT.
BOXES

JAR

TURKEY, CHICKEN 8, BEEF

$1.00
Peremount Polka
Sweet Wilms " '''49C
Sane 34i
Gleam
to. let,. 590
Toothpaste
Potted
A um /ammo

ANN PAGE

SOUP SALE!
CHICKEN NOODLE
OR VEGETABLE

F L OR IC

PEPSODENT

ORAN

TOOTHBRUSHES

$1.00
‘10

$100
FOR I

LB. BAG

SAlli 11.07
SOMETHING
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EARLY PEAS

VAN CAMPS

IP

PORK a BEANS
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Sinn ts-A •}(.l obi

i.11„._
!4,1.11

DEL 1AONTE

fei'Vi•lop,
.

Slit , 'Ail! 11.101 "Vo•I
tut 11.1t1"11.11
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CREAM STYLE

CORN

20 OZ.
CANS

9

JIM ADAMS PG A

Northside
Shopping
Center

Noritiside
Shopping
Center

PRICES GOOD THROUGH T UE S DAY FEBRUARY 3 k

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

FRESH
ESH
CHUCKlitIRK STEAK LB 59c CHICKEN
ROAST
BREAST
79c
STEAK
iss
AGON
FIRST IN FINE MEATS

CHOICE

U S

L. 49c

LB

tutc EAKS

10

LB.

"nor

••

MIL BERG

REG. 89c

sTEA

a

10

61c

REG. i9c

DETERGENT

FOR

thipE
DEL

1

11911THERN
titti
CRACKERS
PINTO BEANS

GAIN

(RITZ TYPE)

4-41CING SIZE

1 LB.

OR MMIAXTCH

BOX 2F0
2 L B. BAG
SNO— KREEM

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

SHORTENING

5_
3
BABY moo
JAR

IGA

7c

303 CAN

5 99c
CATSUP 19c

ORANGE
DRINK

29c

FOR

BATH SOAPBATSO

rot

FOR

IGA

FROSTY ACRES

TABLERIGHT

ORANGE
JUICE

Fyloo

2 OZ CA3

FLORIDA

ORANGES
LB BAG 49C

ICEBERG

4
1 GAL

39 OLEO

1 LB.
QUARTERS

5 $.100
FOR

YELLOW RIPE

ETTUCE 19c BANANAS
oc
LB.1

-

_

AP

10c

2

GAL.

17
C

CORN

WHITE CREAM STYLE

TROPICALO
NO CYCLAMATES

.CHILI

303 CAN

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

14 OZ BOTTLE

HORMEL

KRAUT

99

REG. 1.19

9
FOR4C

JUST LOW PRICES !

GERBER STRAINED

IttG. 49c — '
ONLY

HUNTS

NO STAMPS
NO sP FORCED PUNROCHGASMESES

LB. CAN

I

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At "MADAMS MA It's- the total-Iv the tape OM cam
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The Fight's In Your Hands!

!mission

Interstate Corn- headquartered in Colorado,
for Higher Education, operates 26 programs.

Western

Now He's the Boss
WASHINGTON (UPI): A. Ernest Fitzgerald has
a new.job that will make him an overseer of the
people who fired him.
Fitzgerald, the economy expert fired by thg the
Defense Department, has accepted a job with -Congress' Joint Economic Committee as alt $82 a day
part-time consultant.
It was before .this committee that Fitzgerald
testified in Noven*er, 1968, that the C-5A jet transport had far exceeded its original cost estimates.

•

2

ment of nuclear power, and the "I believe 'Truman as president
formation of the U. N. and was one of the greatest we have
ever known". The last chapter
N. A. T. 0.
During the ABA convention in of this took analysis Truman's
Washington last year, Mr. Ache- essential nature. He said that
Dean Achesco's Memoirs
son talked about his book and "a very complicated and a very
Reviewed by
the political scene. Richard M. simple man, a man of integrity,
YUSHIN Y00
(Faculty member, Murray State Nixon, Mr. Acheson believes "is of energy, of orderly mind" de-*
much brighter and abler" than scribes Truman. LBJ, by contraUniversity)
many people give him credit for st, "is so romper, he could meet
cnenlqg around four corBret At The Creaitom My being. Gae.of the problems
Yuri in the State Department, faces as preeident, however, is ners, before fou could get arouby Dean Acheson, New York, that his advisors are too weak. nd one", Mr . Acheson said.
This book is dedicated to Harry
Dwight D. Eisenhower is not one
Norton, 1969, 798p.
S.
Truman, "The captain with
of
Mr.
Acheson's
most
reverec
This book is a record of his
State Dept., 1941-1952. Through- political figures. In the flnal the mighty heart". Mr. Achesout that time he was one of the chapter of this book, he describ on's other great hero in the hook
most influential minds and stro- es Eisenhower as "wary, with- Is George C. Marchall under
agest wills at work. It was a drawn, and taciturn to the point whom he served in the State
Dept. Mr. Acheson believes the
period that included World War of surliness". By contrast, Mr.
II, the reconstruction of Europe, Acheson believes, Harry S. 'Fru- war and immediate postwar yeathe Korean War, the develop- man Is" a great hero". He said, rs that are covered in the book
were a time of creation, a reordering of the universe as we
had known it. The book came
Into being because Mr. Acheson
decided that with the country
today, and especially so many
young people affected by moods
of depression, disillusion and
withdrawal from the action, it
was time to tell a tale of large
conceptions, great achievements
and some failures , the product
of enormous will and effort.
The processes of policy making, the necessity for decision,
the role of power and initiative
In matters of state are analyzed from a personal, penetrating
WASHINGTON 11.7PD; The nation's economy
viewpoint. W. W. Norton Co,.
stopped growing during the last three months of
said of it, Present At The Creat1969, government figures Showed today.
ion is the story of an era on
If the same slowdown continues through the first
which, the history of the world
three months of 1970 the nation would be in a
pivoted, and it is written by the
recession, defined by economists as two consecuman whose eye was perhaps clotive quarters of nongrowth.
arest, perspective the broadest,
The Commerce Department says the nation's
and mind the most decisive. It
Gross National Product iGNID; increased rit an anIs almost certainly the bestnual rate of 4.5 per cent during the fourth quarter
of last year. The increase, however, was caused 2 written and probably the most
important book, to come from
entirely by higher prices, not by the prothiction
the high echelons' of State since
than in the PretlIcius
of more goods Plirl
the writings of Winston Churcnquarter, the department said..
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43 Chemical compound
46-Underground
part of plant
47-Girrs name
49-Printer's
measure (pl.)
50-Arid
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'QUAKE
24

32
36
39

40
43

48

33

30
33
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Scot-

T.air.rritit T,. Gecmang_iessd
(UPI)—An earthquake rocked case of no scotch on the rocks.
parts of Southern Germany
A teak filled with 4,250 gal-

the quake, felt as far north as
Frankfurt and as far south as
Zurich, Switzerland.

31
34
7

Distr. by United

Mrs. Murray, or Dr. MI
you take into account hi
tor of education degree,it
intenderil -Or
Win
School District, servin
Texas Department of Con
-11
first school district inside

not?

son.-

_Thursday, court* an estimated lona af_Scotch_whiaky _fell off
$68,000 in damage, mostly to a West German cargo ship. The
the 19th century Hohenzollern tank was -found later on Scot•••••• Ai% Castle; home of Germany's last lanil's rocky coastline.
kings. There were,no injuries in
46 47
The whisky was gone.

30

41 42 43

32

•••••.,•••

7

as

_
Scotch scotched
COLDINGHAM,

CAUSES
'DAMAGE

21

22
26
31

SPEAKING OF INFLATION, you An get sick just ttiiniciitg

17
20

HUNTSVILLE, Tex.
Mrs. Lane Murray is behi
at the Texas State Penit
She is the school-marm.
The red brick prison
schoolhouse and convicts
classroom

about going to a hospital when you Check hospital room
costs—Bureau of Labor Statistics statistics. These medical
cost increases are since end of World War IL Would you
say that the spread of hospital insurance has influenced
a lot of people to get holipitalised who otherwise would

4

6
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moo non

34-Nip
37-Grooming
of one's person
39-Railroad
station
40-Scoff
41-Tart
42-Mine vein
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1 The caarna
2.Ccedescending
look

School-,
au schc

nob um ant
on PNORPUE1rr
non (Jun LfI
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45-Ireland
48-Overpowered
51 Kind of fly .
-52 Speech
pecoriarity53 Without end
(poet)
54 Parcel of
and
55 Depressions
56-Attempt
57 Greek letter

commander felt -I
action, that- be or
gets, and that it a
401
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ODU UOU_01411
onan noo DIMON
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sion, which was
the following ma
Van Deerlin
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ACROSS
4-Paddle
5-Lucid
6-Petty ruler
7-Equality
8-Totaled 9-Coupte
13-Girl's name
11-Falls beheld..
17aEssence.,1
19-Let it stand
23-Worn away
24fragrant
oleoresin
25-Things, in
law
26-Dutch town
28-Appreciable
29-Ceoutchouc
tree
30-Worm
32-Repulse

WASHINGTON
en both sides of t
infantrymen of as
tor target
The
'and
Rep. Lionel.V1
ceived his first t
format was uneb
many may ban b
stood there were
women and child
The alleged ti
Mekong Delta use
and involved a 1:1

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1-In music.
high
4-Officers'•
Candidate•
School(abbe)
7-Pertaining to
the Pope
12-Bishopric
13-A state
(abbr.)
14.City in Turkey
15-Weight of
India
16-Holding back
18-Is mistaken
20-Skill
21-Periods of
time
22-Repeated
25-Allude
27-Crony,
(colkm.)
28•Petrtipn
3I -Newspaper
executive
33-Opposes one
in authority
35,Dry, as wine
36-Place
38-Underground
excevationt
39-Places
41 Wings
44-German for

Targei

Hospital Room
as Way,
Upt

eaters Syndicate, or. ze

Aswan is a town in upper
Egypt near the Aswan High
Dam.

Mrs. Murray, 47, adm
approved Texas Edi
Academy program - ho
demic and-vocational t
the high school level.
Langley, director of edi
for the prison system, co
to supervise the prison's
level program.
Mrs. Murray, a teat
both high school and
levels previously is RIM
Dr. Thomas Murray, a pr
in the ed,pcation departs
Sam Houston sate Uni
She likes the chalk
the prison job - "This nr
gram (it was authorized
state legislature) offers
opportunities for serving I
ity. I am happy that
have* a.,Jele in a progra
will mean So much to soi
an

* * *

Bolas are South American
Indian weapons made of steel
balls.

IM REVIEW

Finland's
Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller

rivArAirmAwArAvArArm----Ar

Recession Threat

Seen in Lagging
National Output

THE GNP IS THE tuLal value of goods and
services produced in the nation. It may total more
than $1 trillion rm 1970.
The actual output of goods and services did
not increase at all during the October-through-December period. As a result, there was no more to
buy but it cost more.
Economists define a recession as a decline in
real output for tiso consecutive quarters. By that

CIRCUS

Naantali is one
all the buildings
UI Pe. OM —A
019,0 Ibr ..'.a'..'.. 5,0<er.
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POLITICAL DEATH
WARRANT, MATTIS!
Yol

7.7

VT'S

PITIFUL HOW HE
TRuSTS ME--.JUST GRABS

A PEN AND 516N5 AsirrHING
I PUT IN FRONT OF Nim,

Tee,*SC_RAPPLE THEY'LL EXA MIN
AIRPORT
EVERY WORD OF IT,
BILL'S'IN
SENATOR --AND IF
COMMITTEE
SCAtERODY6 GOT
RIGHT NOW
QUESTION'S TO ASK,
HOMER. WHAT
BE
DOES THAT
WirD
PREPARRELT
4
MEAN
ANSWER Tiesm
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Finland's wooden town:
not always . permanent arid dry iot 'saw to the
there are still some 30 oi
left-towns in -Which Ai
every building waif built
local trees. Only three, 1
In Swedish, Borgai, I
and Naantali, have town
which date from the :
Ages.
• • •

by Al Capp
EF 41-1 HAD MAH DRuTHERS,

DEATH ENDS WAIT

AH DRuTHER SEE TOMMs1
WHOLESOME IN PERSON
THAN HAROLD STASSEN
H ISWF.F.r

THIS PASS IS FO'TOMOlkiltlf
NIGHT.f.
,NO TIME TO KISS MAH
WIFE AWCHILE GOO'B•/5..r.r—
WOO IT FO'ME,PANTLESS —
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DOESN'T PLAN

Lil' Abner

since 1951.

in

HE

TH1/7"5 HIS

HERE'S SENATOR SCRAPPLE'S
DEED O OWNERSHIP To TN,C)
ACRES RIGHT 1NTHE
MIDDLE OF THE
PfROPOSED AIRPoa-r SAM.

g

per cent.
But the department said the atkance iniluded
4 75 per cent increase in price,, the mnAL

inflation.

IF

II

a whole the GNI, wz.s S932 3
-over 1968 or 566 4 billion or
-

The GNP price index. %%huh rr,,e 4 per ient
1968, is the most broiiilly ba›id indirator of
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ward the old.
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the century which folio,
Trades and crafts were
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and stores, in a style of I
only a limited supply of
or good brick clay, it
reasonable—fOr in a co
generations
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wooden buildings were i
warmer than stone ones
were also cheaper to buil
the people knew how to
skillfully in wood.
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last year as
billion, an increase
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by R. Van Buren
I

This took is available at the
Public Library.

the GNP would be for present quarter

which runs through March 31 The dep•ilment
*aid earlier it expects a, business slowdown in the
first half of this yeir followed by a modest re-

Af"—fitr

Abbie'N Slats

definition, a recession Is not -yet here, but the naUon Is flirting with one.
Commerce Department experts declined in pre-•••\
dict what

—

49.L.I.S./VA4L.617._
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'Target' Facts Sought
WASHINGTON (UPI): The Army is investigating
on both sides of the Pacific a report accusing U.S.
Infantrymen of uidng.South Vietnamese village huts
for target practice during an "unproVoked attack."
The village involved was described as friendly
and inoffensive.
Rep. Lionel Van Deerlin Jr. (D., Cal.), who received his first report in November, said his_informant was unable to estimate the damage or how
many may have been killed. But he said he understood there were civilian casualties, including men,
women and children.
The alleged target practice took place in the
Mekong Delta neer the town of Dong Tam in June,
and involved a company of the 9th Infantry Division, which was shipped back to the United States
the following month.
Van Deerlin said he understood the company
commander felt his men were not getting enough
action, that he ordered the use of the huts as targets, and that it amounted to an unprovoked attack.

School-marm calls
ailschool to order
HUNTS'VILLE, Tex. (UPI)- A native of Celina, in Collin
Mrs. Lane Murray is behind bars County, Mrs. Murray was graduat the Texas State Penitentiary. ated from Sudan High school,
earned a bachelor's degree from
She is the school-marm.
The red brick prison is her Texas Tech, her master's from
schoolhouse and convicts fill her Sam Houston State, and her
doctorate from the University
classroom.
of Houston.
Mrs. Murray, or Dr. Murray if
The prison p
you take into account her docstipulates
tor of education degree is (er- that inmates:rills than a
in(enden1 r aie Windham fifth - grade- -education are - reSchool District, serving the quired to attend classes six hours
Texas Department of Correction a week. Convicts above the
gal krel ..may
-14--is.-46sed-m-the yertiorrIr
first school district inside a pri- the school voluntarily.
Their work will be evaluated
to determine if they -ars ready
-Mrs. Murray, 47, administers for higher academic traininp.
an approved Texas Education Those who do not meet the
Academy program - both aca- standards of the academic prom will be given vocational
demic and. vocational -_- through
the high school level. Alonzo training -Under direction of
Langley, director of education Robert Gillam, director of vocafor the prison system, continues tional training.
The Windham School Disto supervise the prison's college
trict will issue its own diplomas
level program.
Mrs. Murray, a teacher at to high school graduates.
both high school and college
levels previously is married to
Dr. Thomas Murray, a professor
If bars offered
in the e4pcation department at as well as peanuts vitamin pills
and pretzels
Sam Houston %ate University. more steady
drinkers would be
She likes the challenge of healthier.
Neurological sympthe prison job - "This new pro- toms suffered by
many alcogram it was authorized by the holics, observes Dr. Pierre M.
state 14siature) offers many Dreyful, neurology
chairman at
opportunities for serving human- the University of California
in
ity. I am happy that I will Davis, can be prevented
or
re.
t versed by giving vitamines.
hav4 a,roie in a program tha.
will mean so much to so many."

Finland's Wooden Towns

OPEN FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 12 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY
TUE. & WED.

•• •

Kit, (k,- 6:11/197 Less

-4fiefor

ER
T ry
L1BA...

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT OUANITIES.

R
YE

' :.,

U. S. INSPECTED WHOLE
LB.
BOSTON BUTT

GROUND FRESH SEVERAL TIMES DAILY.

L..49 PORK ROAST LB

HAMBURGER

ACHNEAT
ES
LB 09C PIES

PORK STEAK
FRANKS
NECK BONES
SKINLESS

12 OZ.-PKG.

FRESH

LB

49t SPARE
29tRilit

SACRAMENTO

4

NO. 2)4 CANS

B MORTONS
EEF

SMOKED

5 $ JOWLS
SAUSAGEfist BEET LIVER

COUNTRY STYLE

CHICKEN

4

FOLGERS OR MAXWELL HOUSE (With Coupon)

LB.

U. S. PRIME

POUND

3 BOXES S

CUT-UP CHICKENS

Breast
Thighs
Legs
Backs & Necks
Fresh

SLICED

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

59*
49*
49*
10*

Fresh

lb. 39*

FIELDS
CHESTNUT

BACON
PORK BRAINS
BOUleiA6iH lED

TURKEY PARTS
L13.19C

FRESH

POUND

POUND

39C
39C

Breast
Legs
Thighs
Necks
Wings

CRACKE
CATSUP 3
ICE MILK
MIRACL
E
HIP
3

lb. 69*
lb. 39*
lb. 45*
lb. 29*
lb. 29*

DIXIE BELLE

HUNTS

' By STEVE LIBBY
--Writtoo Especially for Central fires," and This Newspaper.
THE OLDER, SMALLER towns of Finland were built entirel3
of wood up until the middle of the last century because Finlanc
had so many fine trees singularly adaptable to building purposes
It was merely a matter of supply and demand.
Most Finnish towns are more recent. but Finland leans toward the old.
A part of Sweden until 1809 and a grand duchy of Russia foi
the century which followed were also factors of significance
Trades and crafts were concentrated in small towns until On
ndd-1800s.
Townspeople used wood for their homes, churches, waretiouse
and stores, in a style of archite,ture which is still favored. With
only a limited supply of atom
or good brick clay, it seemed like the ones next to them.
The center of Rauma is a
reasonable-fOr in a cold climate. five generations ago, boxy area, particularly around
wooden buildings were in fact the markerplace. The old part
warmer than stone ones: They of town has preserved its charwere also cheaper to build, and acter almost untouched and the
the people knew how to work community is in the process of
passing a bill to preserve this
skillfully in wood.
distinctive character as fully as
Finland's wooden towns were possible.
not always. permanent - tires
• • •
and dry -rot "saw to that. But
01.13 PORVOO,in many ways,
there are still some 30 of them looks 7ust as it has since releft--towns in --Which virtually building following a massive
every building waft built from fire in 1760.
Porvoo's architectlocal trees. Only three, Porvoo ual influences are Swedish,
Rauma
( in Swedish, tiorga
palmed on by builders of the old
and Naantall, have town plans Suomenhinia
fortress.
which date from the Middle
Contemporary rococo and laAges.
t e r neo - classical architecture
• • •
were executed later because of
IN EACH of these, the Old slender finances. Here there are
Town
is an. entirely different no large homes or buildings of
entity clearly distinct from the any sort Alt were constructed
re modern part of the com- on a limited scale, square-based
munity: Most are of 19th cen- and consistent with the local
tmy architecture: usually sin- tradition
gle-storied and developed outThe simple, graceful homes of
wards rather than upwatds as Porvoo are subtly painted, in
they were in Central Europe.
contrast to the warm reds of
Particularly in the town of factories. shops as i outbuildRaunia. where the terrain is ings. -limning a distinctive
flat. the :roughly uniform build- milieu in the town's hilly leting height. floor plan and vol- ting The bourgeous architec.ume give every street a honw- ture is grouped around the me
rous appearance. , Houses dieval church. the school and
-einoboard- town, heiff.411ffd the *MR+ -end
--144,-M-*--neo•crosihmosiev.-maavier
Areets look es;:t*tly er urban conintunity
r

POUND

LB.

79c
CATFISH
CHUCK ROASTLB.49
CAKE -MIXES it.:R°CKER
FRESH

Livers _ _ lb. 89* Gizzards

Noontoli is one of the Finnish towns kr which
all the buildings in the community On wooden.

POUND

SLICED

LE AN & MEATY.

FF

39t
49t
3

POUND

FOR

TURKEY

$

TURNERS

200Z. S
BOTTLE

HORMEL

CHILI
SALMON

15.14 Oz.$1
Cans

CHIFFON

LIQUID DETERGENT22043C
2 19
69t CHEESE
siiiiii.ELI;OTATOES6 r2N I 1 BEEF STEW
59
WITH BEANS

AUK

CHEFS DEL IGHT

TALL CAN

Le. BOX

DINTY MOORE

19
39
GRATED 49
POUND

/4
1 GAL.

OT. JAR
FRESH

COCONUT CAKES

5129EA

12 °Z CAN

NANA

LARGE FIRM HEADS

LETTUCE

LIBERTY COUPON
COFFEE FOLGERS OR 49c
MAXWELL HOUSE
LB.
1WITH THIS COUPON AND
$5.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
CIGGS. & TOBB. EXC. _

VAIPLA:EttgivaL.361._

GOLDEN RIPE

APPLES
RED DELICIOUS

Oc
4 49
LB.11

LB. BAG

▪

LIBERTY COUPON
BIZ 12 OZ. BOX
9c
SAVE 30c
WITH THIS cOUPON
REG.
WITH
PRtICE 390 COUPON 9c.
V041 AF-1541 FEB; 3rd-

LIBERTY COUPON
FOLGERS INSTANT COFFEE
10 OZ. JAR $1.39
WITH TII1S COUPON
ii0111-,AFTiR-FEIL-3446:- - -

7
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FINE FOOD
FOR
FINE FOLKS

JOIIIISONS
SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

FIRST CUT

/ CHOCK ROAST
L.. 49

GROUND BEEF
LB.

PICNICS

BEER 19,c,

490

LB.

U.S.D.A. GRADE "A"
WHOLE

ARMOUR

FRYERS
*

BACON

FRANKS
TETA;

35° ‘1761ATOES
7
1402 55° SWEET POTATOES
"/ 99° APPLES
Grads
99° EGGS

3:
9
10
390
_ _Dozen 510

- 12 oz.

/4217:-D VEGETABLES

Red

FOR $1
16-oz.

jitfif

r

• 10-lb. bag

---lb.

low Delicious

- 4 lb. bag

n
"A" Sr"'

16 oz.

ji"

SUNSHINE

LEMOVUM YUM
CHERRY cOOLERS
490

MIRACLE WHIP

YOUR CHOICE

.0T55

JUMBO or FUDGE
CREME COOKIES
L..390

SWEET POTATOES

290

CAN

JOHNSONS

610 COAT

690

27 oz.

FLAVOR KIST

SHOWBOAT

COLD POWER
OT. 690

15c OFF

GERBERS STRAINED

COFFEE MATE

JOHNSONS PLEDGE

690

11 OZ.

BABY FOOD

4 9
140Z. $1:1

•

ENGLISH PEAS
2/450

OIL.

380Z.

690

GREEN BEAM
2/490

303 CAN

JOHNSONS TotTP(TN-

BLUE RIBBON
ALL VEG. SOLID

303 CAN

trjr_ss

OLEO

AT

\10 oz

3L6. 490
LB.

FLOUR

JOHNSONS GROCERY

$1.49,NrpoN

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
WHITE Cream S tyle

CORN

KR AFT
APPLE.PLUM

JELLY

95

2/390

%Mel
NOUSe

FEB. 3, 1970

COFFEE
15C

BABY FOR MUL A

SIMILAC

LB.

EASY ON SPRAY

STARCH

13 OZ.

303 CAN

16 Le.

FOLGEFES

17.•

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A.10 _OZ. JAR OF
INSTANT

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

YUKON

70

4 , OZ:
DEL MONTE
BLUE LAKE CUT

DEL MONTE

RISC

18 OZ.

NICE SLEEPING rooms for
NOTICE
• 14Z
boys, one block from campus. In accordance with Kentucky'1
"PILL"-Dr. Edwin Wood. di- Phone 753-6425 or 759.5982.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
rector of medicine at Penn25.200: Notice is hereby given
sylvania Hospital in Philasettle- •:•1
9-BEDROOM brick house, 1% that a report of final
delphia, tells the Senate
baths, fireplace, 7 month sub- ment of accounts was on
Small Business Monopoly lesae, available, $180.00 per
January 26th., 1970 filed by
Subcommittee, holding hear3-29.0 Laurine Dunn Hudson, ExectOe
month. Call 753-4891.
ings in Washington on birth
11
trix of the Estate of F. H. Dunn,:
control pills, that "there is 4-ROOM furnished apartment Dec'cL,
for boys,1817 Miller Ave. can
a minimum but definite hazand that the same has been
3-31-C approved by the Calloway Co..
ard to life" in these drugs. 753-1958 or 437-3513.
ordered fileC
NICE PRIVATE rooms, with kit- nay Court and
over for exceptions. Any
chen privileges for college boys. to lie
person desiring to file any exPhone 753-5865 or 753-5108.
TIC ception thereto will do so on
or before
UNFURNISHED apartment, also February 23rd., 1970 or be
furnished basement. Near town. forever barred.
Couple or one person. Phone Witness my hand this 28th
3-28-C day of January, 1970.
753-3195.
By Marvin Harris,
4
TWO-BEDROOM apartment with
County Court Clerk,
NEW YORK (UPI) - What stove and refrigerator. 1304
Calloway County,
was the number one best seller Peggy Ann Drive. Phone 753Kentucky
in 1969?
3-38-C
2721.
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
It wasn't "The Love Ma1TP ti
home,
mobile
NEW
ONE
chine" or ±`Portnoy's CornLocated
February
1.
pancy
(4
• int"- or an other book.ifori
NOTICE
Heights
University
room habits- of he
Kenterfry0
Horne Park, North 16th Street.
mans.
.
Also spaces available for ni Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
The Bible ou sayi? No one
bile homes. For information call 25.200: Notice is hereby given
y knows ow many copies 436-5862 or 753-7770
J-30-NC that a report of Plaid settlement-,
of the Bible are sold becatum it
of accounts was
is published by so .many com- NICE LARGE three-room furnfiled by
January 28., 1970
onth
panies.
ished apartment on first floor, Henry Fulton, Executor of the 71
The top seller among all central heat, plenty et Part- Estate of Marvin Fulton, De.
furnished ceased,
Everything
books was the Merriam-Webster ing.
And that the same has been .7.
dictionary, say the people who Cheap rent For two or three
publish it. In fact, the dic- college boys. Baxter Bilbrey. approved by the Calloway Co- t,
tionary sold more hardcover Phone 753-5619 or 753-1257 af- nnty Court and ordered filed
J-29-C to lie over for exceptions. Any -4_
books last year than Jacqueline ter.5:00 p. m.
Susann, of the "Love Machine" TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart- person di. ing to file any ex- •
and Philip Roth of "Com- merits, central beat and air, ception thereto will do so on 4v1.
plaint," together. Mote than a built-in range, ceramic tile bath, or before
February 23rd., 1970 or be „.6
-4
million copies..
carpet throughout Call or see
Throughout the years, vit.•. Gene Steely, Southside Shop- forever barred.
^-•••
Witness my hand this 28th •
tually every home has had three ping Center, Mureay, Kentucky,
day of January, 1970.
:basic books: the Bible, a cook- 753-7850.
TIC
By Marvin Harris,
book and the dictionary.
County Court Clerk,
Along with the continuing EFFICIENCY apartments. ACalloway County,
popularity of the dictionaq„ cross the street from IOU CAMKentucky
there also is an, increasing em- pus. Men only. Available Feb.
By Dewey Ragsdale D C
phasis on teaching children to nary 1. Phone 753-4342. F-2-C
1TP
use the book as early as they 10' x 46' TWOZIEDR00111 furnNOTICE
can handle it.
ished mobile house. Air condiDavid Alberts. an elementary tioned, private. Married couple,
In accordance with Kentucky
school teacher in Greenwich, $60.00 per month, phone 753- Statutes, Sections 25.198 and
Conn., reports that his students 4481.
.1-2943 25.200: Notice is hereby given 4
that a report of final settleare getting a headstart on the
skills needed for the dictionary NICE FURNISHED house for merit of accounts was on
four or five college boys. Call
January 26th, 1970 filed by
in kindergarten.
"This is important," he said, 753-5865 days or 753-5108 after Larry G. Ray, Administrator of
J-29-C the estate of Will Esker Ray,
"because by the time the child five p. in.
gets to first grade the teachers TWO-BEDROOM house, 407 Dec'd.,
and that the same has been
are already giving fundamental South llth Street. $85.00 per
drills on letters and letter com- month. Possession immediately. approved by the Calleway County Court and ordered filed
binations.
Phone Bob Miller 753-2920.
to lie over for exceptions. Any
"In the Greenwich schools
3-261-C person desiring to file any exthe children start by making
TWO
BEDROOM
apartment, ception thereto will do so on
their own dictionaries by alphaor before
betizing-words-an(' their mean- carpeted, refrigerator and stove,
February 23rd., 1970 or be
ing -- perhaps a picturroetwo -- air conditioned. Couples and forever barred.
and adding the diacritical niarks teachers only. Call 753-2898.
Witness my hand this 28th
F-3-C
For pronounciation."
- •
day of January, 1970.
Children are introduced to ROOM for two boys, private enBy Marvin Harris,
the standard elementary' diction- trance, refrigerator. Call 753County Court Clerk,
aries in the second or third 7408 alter 42. In., WI North
Calloway Coundy,-'
grades, and by the time the 17th Street.'
Kentucky
TFC
child reachis sixth grade he is
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
ready for the top of the line. THREE-ROOM furnished apart1TP
ment
on Waldrop.Thive, adjoin"We feel that in today's highing
campus. $55.00 rent. For
NOTICE'
lowered world, 2 sixth-grader
January 26th., 1970 filed by
iaz to be able to use the col- Information call 753-$354. TIC
J. Hollis Jones, Administrator
egiate dictionary just to keep TWO
FURNISHED 1-bedroose Vs H. E. Jones,
Deed-.
Up with his studies and the new aparbnents with electric
heat
In accordance with Kentucky
developnients around him, said and air-canditi*m
. Call 75.9 Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
Alberts.
8555 or 753-7. Sundays call 25.200: Notice io hereby
given
753-3139.
* * *
F-3-C that a report of final settlement of accounts was on
and that the same has been
Bongo!
Velour is a French term tha approved by
the Calloway CoSC U NT H0R PE, Esiglattd means velvet.'
unty Court and ordered filed
(UPO - Mrs. Janet Rae hit the
to lie over for exceptions. Any
bingo jackpot,. She won 40
person desiring to file any expounds($96) and a seven-pound_
ception thereto will do so on
6even-ottrice baby.
or before
Mrs. Rae became so excited
February 23rd., 1970 or be
wheri-4Ve-arew the winning numforever barred.
ier that she went into labor.
Witness my hand this 28th
'he was whisked straight to the
day of January, 1970.
°spital-from
By Marvin Harris,
but not ..before she collected the
County Court Clerk,
money. -Calloway County,
** *
Kentucky
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
Old flag found
1TP
SITKA, Alaska (UPI) -- The
Sowliat's new?
US: Flag raised atSitka upon
the transfer of Alaska froni.Ru
- SILVER
SPRING. Md.
ski On 4Deiober ilk-3867, has
(ITO-The SI billion comMerbeen found in the recesses of
eial detergent market is
the Sheldon Jackson 4I(Sell111.
a lot of drums about beating
trizymes
Coratior Esther Hillman said
these days. To the
drycleaner,
the Rag was futorwl, irk& prethere's little new about
these
paring a .toragt. ispa of the
stain digesters
museum Ii r fumigation. N card
Dry cleaners have been
loosenwith tier nag
ing fabric soils and stains
with
siswt...1 I,, Ow. Itri1.13/111 III I it9(11. DOFFS RED HAT . Roman rvizysties
for the. past :30 years,
Cardinril .1 a m . say the sinsi and stain
•••
It
specialists
1
Flan, is Metrayre of Eolf An- at the
National Institute of
ge!es is i air ing at h3 after I trysjeaning.
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Frosty Acres

GULI

NOTKEI

no plot

FROZEN FOODS_

ORANGE JUICE
FISH STICKS Frosty Acres
GREEN PEAS,,Fur;sgO_R±
Acreo_sr
-BREADED VEAL PATTIES
CRICKWAGON PATTIES

POE ItENT

CAIN

Book with

ARMOUR

12 OZ.

•

49

FIELDS SMOKED

LEAN BONELESS

STEW

A

PURE

441 2/44

15 OZ

SAFT-BI

'Fiberglass Be

Polyester Corc
Safety Stop
=orlon

•

YOU FOLKS IN TE

check on the price e

See Our Seleci
PCS SALE
REGISTERED Irish sett
pies. Phone 753-1748.
TIMOTHY and Red Clov
and Feacue or oat hay.
498-8749 or 492-8645.
21" TELEVISION, War
white. Phone 753-1478.

31 REGISTERED Anon
9 Grade Angus cows.(
glittered bull. 24 calves.
Foster, Hazel Kentucky,
402-8499.
SEVERAL Formals won
sizes 9 and 11. Phone 7
after 5:00 p.
MOBILE HOME, two ix
furnished or unfurWshed
953-0772.
FORMICA dinette tel
four chairs, extra leaf
condition. Call 753-3809.
KING SIZE frame, mattr
box springs. Will sell f
new price. Phone 753-2
CLOSE OUT on console
Three walnut and one
Will sell at cost prices.
TV dr Appliance Servil
South 12th Street. Phoi
3037.
HIGH CHAIR, like new.
753-8728.
-.FENDER GUITAR and
-amplifier. Phone 753-33
Information.
•
FEW size 3 Childs dresI
men's size 5JP dresses,
oat, etc. Pre-teen coat,
Phone 762-4796, 3:00 t
p. in. Also want to bu
child's phonograph.
1970 MOBILE HOME, 12
Call 489-3601
MINI-BIKE Can be seen
North Cherry Street or c
7446
SET OF SIX Audubcn
Prints. Deeoriaged on 12'
Maple stained boards. C
7630 before 8-00 a. m.
ter 5:00 p.
AUTOS POI GALA
1967 CHEVELLE. twi
hard-top, 306 motor, foul
Phone 435-5423.
_1962 DODGE Lances G
Isa•1. bucket seats, $27500
762-4746.
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THE LEDGER

&

TIME , - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

,3071.tie
Ffte
mom/THE

WEDNESDAY - JANUARY 28. 1970
NOTICE

SEAL ESTATE POE SAIIJ
a.

ROSEMARY'S Beauty Shop is
now featuring a special on permanents good until March. Regular $10.00 permanents now
only $7.50. Regular $1210 permanents now only $10.00. Regular $15.00 permanents now
only $12.50. Phone 753-7122 for
appointment.
,730-C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Winter
Clearance
THE COLLEGE SHOP
214 North 150 Street

NOTICE
is now having their Winter
NOTICE
Clearance on Suits and
-bedroom
3
new
ELECTRIC
ALL
iELTONE factory fro& ImmrPOUND...Money saving Pre- Sport Coats up to 50% disIng aid Wineries ler
brick. Formal dining room, 2
MONTH
OF
END
scription prices at Uncle Jeff's count. Shirts up to 50% disbaths, family mom with firehearing aids. Wallis Dim..
Discount Pharmacy. Let us count. Sweaters 30% to 50%
place, carpeted, well landscap- TIC quote
you a price on your next discount.
ed. Carport and outside storMurray Sewing Center
prewription. No obligation. All
age.
•
UM CALENDAR Dock Stands prescriptions filled by a RegisJUST COMPLETED, a brick and
Polyester
and refills are now available at tered Pharmacist-Save With
features
newest
with
the
stone
Corner of Sixth It Main
Phone 753-5462
DOUBLE KNITS
the Ledger & Them Office Sup- Safe-T. Open Sundays. J-30-C
of the building industry. 3 bed214 North 15th Street
ply store.
60- Wide - 20 Colors
TFIIC
rooms, full basement, formal
NOTICE
Phone 7534242
Special Price ...
dining mom, 24 baths, fireWestern Kentucky Stages.
place in family room with a
129c
Ta.ECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Inc., proposes to increase pasrustic finish, recreation room,
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. senger fares in Kentucky and,
double garage, large sundeck
U. Sanckm Phone 382-3176 Termesee, effective March I,
SALE THIS WEEK ONLY at
with electric grill for your outLynnville, Kentucky. Feb.-20-C 1970. These changes are posted
elecAll
pleasure.
door living
END Of MONTH
In the company's depots at Xtric, qualifying as a Gold Meray, Paducah, Clarksville, Paris
dallion home. City School disand Hopkinsville. Any person
trict. Let us show you this out
Year SINGEA Flutes
desiring to protest may file
Murray Sewing Center
standing home. Would consider
Machias Dealer
auch protest with the DepartLocated In Bel Air
a trade.
Shopping Center
ment of Motor Transportation,
New Shipment
A FOUR-BEDROOM brick near
Open it-e laon.-8a1. - 1-9 Sea.
For work, sports and leiFrankfort, Kentucky, or the
NDED WOOL ACRYLI
the new high school site. 2
sure. In sizes AA-EEEE, Public Service
Commission,
bath rooms, sunken living room,
6to 16. Call or drop in_and
MIS Value
Nashville, Tennessee, in accordformal dining area, quality con- TREE SURGEON. Evergreens
try on your size!
ance
with
the rules and regustruction, excellent floor plan, trimmed or removed. LandscapOnly $2.44 yd
lations of these commissions.
double garage, very large patio. ing. Yard care. For these serJ-28-F4F-11-C SALE THIS WEEK ONLY at
FOR THE large family, a med- vices call Kelly's Termite and
ium priced 4-bedroom brick in Pest Control 753-3914, located
Keeneland Subdivision. Carpet- 200 South 13th Street
ed throughout, double carport,
Nutritious bacon
H-J-213-C
outside storage.
Year SINGES Bowls,
NEW YORK (UPI)-Bacon is
2-BEDROOM with a half base- HILL'S BEAUTY Shoe at Hazel
Illaeldse Dealer
not just fat: It is a source of
anent and 3 acres, -1 mile from now has three operators. For
Leaned In Bel Air
Open-Fri. till 8 p. m.
important nutrients, says the
Chopping Center
the city limits in the southwest appointment call 492-8722 and
Murray, Ky. .1,30-C
Open 11-•
- 1-0 Mum.,
National Live Stock and Meat
section of Murray on a paved ask for Beverly Fouch, Nancy
Board.
Leriene
Rogers
3-29-C
gin
or
road.
A WELL designeTherior and
NOTICE
interior 3-bedroom" brick with
2 large baths. Fireplace in thefamily room, built-in appliances
in kitchen, double garage plus
storage area. Blacktop driveway.
Located in city school district
Can be bought at a greatly reduced price. Possession with
deed.
3-BEDROOM frame in very good
condition. Carpets and drapes,
fireplace, central air conditioning. Also a real nice 20' x 60'
building with a garage, centrally heated. Ideal for almost
any kind of home workshop.
Let us show you this place and
January in11l allowance Of Floor Samples, Extra special in all tables. Many below cost,
make us an offer. Owner has
• all styles and finishes
Diic,ptiilusd
Items And Remnants Chairs,
moved from Murray and is very
anxious to sell.
Sofas And Suites
ONE ONLY,• French Provincial Step Table By Colony, deep
A 2-BEDROOM house and 1 acre
reddish fruitwood ekuh on cherry, delicate carved footed
ONE ONLY • Spot Chair, upholstered in Eporal Quilt fabric,
on a blacktop rbad located aboutlegs. Solid brass pill inserts on sides, one drawer, $79.50,
Malian
provincial
legs
in
fruitwood
Regular
finish.
$79.50
2 miles from Murray. Carpeted
DISCOUNT $25.09.
'4
i
NOW $48.75.
•
air conditioned, and attached
TWO ONLY • Sold 1.abeyystaY Lyre Base Lamp Stands,
garage. Price hie been redue
.TWO QULY • Tub Pull Up Chairs, made by Kroehle, No* li.nimetopeg lppil carved drawer pull. Reg.
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE .. . It will pay you to
$69.50 CLOSE-OUT MM.SO.
cushion Etyle, upholstered in heavy blue Damask. Regular
2 HOUSES-‘I 5 acres of land
%
PRICE
NOW
$44.45
$89.95
sash
ONE ONLY • Italian Provincial Commode, fruitwood finish
check on the price of these tires!
in Dexter on the blacktop. Ownon cherry. One Drawer, one shelve, on brass casters. Reg.
•.•••
er will finance.
$50.50 NOW $35.00.
6-ROOM frame house and 5 acFOUR ONLY • Upholstered Hleh Bask Swivel Rockers, colTWO ONLY • Brown Mahogany Steps with matching formica
res. 3 bedrooms, fireplace, eleconial styling, choice of tangerine, green or gold nylon solid
tops, made by Mersman, Discontinued NOW ONLY $14.50.
tric heat, air conditioned. On
fabric, Reg. $79 NOW $44.50.
ONE ONLY • Hexagon Commode, cherry in dark frultwood
blacktop road about 1 mile from
TWO ONLY • Beautiful French Provincial Pull Up Chairs
finish, all the way to floor, one door. Reg. $89.50. DisconNew Concord. Owner is movin a decorater design cut velvet, fruitwood trim on legs and
tinued NOW $47.50.
ing from the area.
trim, loose cushion. Brand new received since Xmas. Reg.
sea SALM
14111P WANTED
ONE ONLY • Three Piece Group, walnut Danish modern
WE HAVE JUST listed one of
$119 CLOSE OUT $74.50.
style, two lamp tables and matching cocktail table, these are
REGISTERED Irish setter pup- CURB HOP wanted. Night shift, the better farms in the area,
WC 5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or located just 3 miles from the
pies. Phone 753-1748.
ONE ONLY • Fine Quality Wing Back -Chair, Chinese Chip- .good heavy tables with formica tops, regular price 427.95
each NOW ALL THREE $45.00.
female. Apply in person to Dart- Murray State University camppendale legs in brown mahogany. Two tone upholstery with
TIMOTHY and Red Clcart‘, Jap
TWO ONLY.•fialian Provincial Tables, one end table and
Castle, Chestnut Street. lip us. 130 acres with roads on 3
seat
and
back
in
heavy
green and off white tapestery. Outand Fescue or oat hay. Phone
matching cocktail table, Reg. $37.50 each. Discontinued,
phone calls please.
side of back and arms upholstered in contrasting green
TFC aides, one of which is black498-8749 or 492-8645.
J-28-C
BOTH
FOR $35.00.
topped. Contact us for further
velvet. Reg. 4229. CLOSE OUT $145.00.
eighteen
21" TELEVISION, black and APPUCATIONS for fixed base details.
ONE ONLY • Victorian Ladies Chair, solid mahogany..,band -TWO ONLY • Large Maple End Tables with shelf,
inch by twenty seven inch formica tops. CLOSE OUT NOW
white. Phone 753-1478. 1-28-P operator for Kyle Field, Mur- NOBBLE HOME and cottage
carved frame, upholstered in antique gold velvet. Reg.
ray, Kentucky will be accepted combination, located in the JonONLY $19.95.
$149.00 CLOSE OUT $99.00.
31 REGISTERED Angus cows until February 15, 1970. Please athan Creek area of Kentucky
ONE GROUP Of Tables In Cocktails Steps and Ind Tables
9 Grade Angus cows. One re- reply to Dr. Hugh Oakley, chair- Lake. Fully equipped with nice
TWO ONLY • Swivel Rockers By KROEHLER, heavy cloth
in various colors and styles, that have been discontinued or
gistered bull. 24 calves. James man, Murray-Calloway County furnishings, double carport with
supported vinyl upholster), in green or tan. Walnut wood
slightly damaged, values to $2/.95. NOW YOUR CHOICE FOR
Foster, Hazel Kentucky, phone Airport Board, 1312 Olive a storage room. One acre woodtrim: Reg. $69.50 NOW $39.50.
ONLY $7111 each.
402-8499.
J-28-P Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. ed lot
SIX ONLY • High Four Ladder Back Chairs in solid oak,
ONE GROUP Of Mermen Solid Tables in Spainsh and MeditInclude qualifications, exper- 1 2/3 ACRE LOT with a 14' x
$14.80
OUT
CLOSE
unfinished,
SEVERAL Formals worn once, ience and aircraft types that 16'
erranean style wood and marble tops. Just ret- eived since
building and mobile home
sizes 9 and 11. Phone 753-5100 applicant proposes to 4perate. space. Close
Xmas in the latest styles and finishes. $46.50 to $99 ALL
TWO ONLY • Geld Crunched Velvet French Provincial Pull
to Jonathan Creek
after 5:00 p. m.
J-28-C
REDUCED 25%.
Up Choirs, deep tufting-on back, loose cushion. Save over
1-31-C on a paved road.
440.00 NOW $79.00.
WE HAVE a wide selection of
TWELVE ONLY • Sampson Card Table Chairs, upholstered
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom,
building_ lots inside the city .-ONE ONLY • High Wing Back Early American Rocker in
back and seats in green or walnut colored vinyl. These are
furnished or unfurTifshed. Phone
upholsterery,
floral
SALES
print
Regular
$69.50. Slightly damaged,
TRAINEE
school dietrict and outside the
new style chairs out of broken sets. Reg. $11.95 NOW $71$
753-9772.
J-30-NC
• .„
NOW $35.00.
city. Financing available for
each.
for Murray area.
Represent qualified buyers. Come by our
FORMICA dinette table and Testes
Uplioistered
ONLY
Top Wicker Clothes elesapors, all
SIX
Oil Company. Air mail
four chairs, extra leaf. Good E. U.
iffice at 502 Maple Street or
Piece Early American Living Room Suite,
colors. Close out, now your choice ONLY WEL
Twe
•
ONLY
ONE
Dickerson,
Preis., P. 0. call us at any tithe
condition. Call 753-3809. 1-29-C IBox
to discuss
THREE ONLY • Deer Mirrors, sixteen inch by SO ineh, with
three cushion sofa with molded foam cushions, upholstery
780, Ft. Worth, Tex
details. This a good time to buy.
clamps $5.68.
In nylon tweed in a new pepper shade a blend of avocado,
KING SIZE frame, mattress and
IF-2-C
We appreciate your business.
tangerine and brown. Wood trim in salem maple finish, floor
box springs. Will sell for half
TUCKER REALTY COMPANY,
Further reductions in all Mohawk carpet
sample, regular $23900 CLOSE OUT $149.00.
new price. Phone 753-2653.
WANTED: two waitresses and 502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken- 'ONE ONLY .• Simmons Hide-A-Bed, early American style,
- Remnants
J-29-P one cook
needed for Saucy Pig tucky, ./53-4342. Home phones:
•
two cushion, only seventy five inches long, scetchguarded
CLOSE OUT on console stereos,Barbecue to be opened soon. Donald R. Tucker, 753-5020:
ONE ONLY • 15 feet by 9 foot and six inches, Gold Random
printed design fabric, discontinued, regular $325 CLOSE
Three walnut and one maple. Inquire at 1409 Main St. (form. !lobby Grogan, 753-4978.
Sheared, polyester, Regular Price $147.75 NOW $73.15.
OUT $219.00.
win sell at cost prices. Dunn's erly Owen's Grocery Bldg.) or
ONE ONLY • IS feet by nine fest Twin tone Shag, 100%
ONE ONLY • Fine Quality Traditionally Styled Sofa, made
TV & Appliance Service, 118 call 753-8873.
TFC FOUR-BEDROOM green
Nylon Pile, Moss. Regular Price $118.60 NOW NOES.
by
Key
tied
City,
coil
hand
web
with
spring
construction
stained
South 12th Street. Phone 751_base,
rubber
pure
foafn
latex
fine
a
in
upholstered
cushions,
UGH! Those January Bills. Rs Atrium house. Central heat and
ONE ONLY • Twelve feel by ten feet and few Inekee.
3037.
J-29-C lax-you
off white scotchguarded damask. Six cushion appearance with
can pay them from air, carpeted, family room, two
Kodel 100% Polyester, Mohawk's Finest, Sparkling Sand
OUT
the
cushions
back
three
attached, Reg: $425 CLOSE
_HIGH CHAIR, like new. Phone your earnings as an Avon Rep- baths, double garage, fireplace,
'Color. Regular $153.70 NOW $92.45.
WO.
-753-8728.
J-29-C resentative-find out how right large court yard, city school
now-call quickly-Mrs. Evelyn district Phone 753-82E3: TIC
ONE ONLY • Twelve jest by eight foot end tight Ina.%
cushions and
early
ONLY
Seat,
•
ONE
Love
style,
American,
- FENDER GUITAR and Gibson L. Brown, Avon Mgr.,
melded tri ciilor, India Spice Color, 100% Herculon. NOW
Shady
back upholstered in patch work, balance in brown 'nylon, very
-amplifier. Phone 7533302 for Grove Road, Marlon, Ky. 42064 PINE BLUFF SHORES-Lots
$46.11.
colorful. Regularly priced at $169.00 ELOSE OUT $133.00..
No. 891 and 892. Sell for my
information.
J-29-C Phone 965-3363.
J-30-C purchase cost
ONE ONO. • Twelve by eleven foot, Mohawk's finest In.
of $500.00 foe
ONE ONLY • Two Piece French Proilimiel Suite, very fine
door-outdoor, 100'3 Acrilan, Emeral Blue, Reg $133.00,
FEW size 3 childs dresses, woboth lots, or will consider tradquality with heavy fruitwood trim, three cushion sofa with
NOW $73.92.
men's size 5JP dresses, skirts,
ing
for
camping
trailer
or
(boat,
four front hand carved legs. Upholstered in a beautiful quilt- .ONE ONLY • Twelve foot by nine feet eleven inches,
NOTICE
Shag,
oat, etc. Pre-teen coat, size 10.
motor, and trailer). If interested scotchguarded gold and egg shell tapestery. Heavy foam
Kodel, Mohawk's best. Gold Treasure Color. Reg. $144.80.
Phone 782-4796, 3:00 to 8:00
ed, after taking a look at lots,
cushions.
Save
hundred
over
one
this.
dollars
ONLY
on
$299.
gyx-goarafaito.4xo.4...4+44444
444-m, you may
NOW $18.72.
p. m. Also want to buy used
write William L. WilONE ONLY • Simmons Nide-A-Ned Sofa. Contempoary style.
END' OF MONTH . son, 319 Monterey, Washington,
child's phonograph
ITC
Heavy cloth supported vin)1 in a luggage ten color. Walnut
ONE ONLY • Twelve foot ley nine foot six inches, Textured
Illinois 61571, or phone 1-11.S
wood arm caps. Adiasto-Reat mattress and nimbus foam
Loop pile. Nylon, Regular $78.45. NOW $36/3.
1970 MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60'.
6094620.
Jae
Murray Sewing Center
cushions. Sofa only seventy. two inches long, discontinued.
ONE ONLY • Twelve by twelve, Random Shearedom Multi
Call 489-3601.
J-29-P
•
Was $349 NOW $244.
Level. Mohawks heaviest nylon, Moss Green, Reg. $126.00,
THREE-BEDROOM brick house.
MINI-BIKE. Cali be seen at 506
ONE ONLY • Two Piece -Early American Suite, high wing
NOW $64.73.
City school district. Has all the
__ New Bonded __
North Cherry Street or call 753
back sofa with no wood trim Bright green nyfon upholstery
extras. Possession inimediately.
WASHABLE POLYESTERS
7446.
J-30-P
and crowned foam cushions regular price $259.00. Discsnitin-:
Other remnants smaller size at less than one
Phone 753-4516.
1-29-C
Just in time for- Spring
ued NOW ONLY $188.
half of cost
SET OF SIX Audubon Bird
THREE
-BEDROOM
Sewing! - Reg. $3.98
brick house
Prints. Decoglaged on 12" x 17"
on Dodeen, low equity and
Maple stained boards. Call 753transferrable loan. Phone 7537630. before 8:00 a. m. or afOnly
5164.
yd
141-C
ter 3:00 p. m.
'SALE THis
0N1,1- •t
NEW four-bedroom house, near
' A4/11311 POE SALLE
ins completion. Extra nice beam
in Robertson School district
11161 CHEVELLE. two door
with 2's baths, fireplace, dining
P" hard-top, 306 motor, four speed.
Year SINGER Peeing
room, and all the extras. l'riced
Phone 435-5423.
7-2-C
mersiee Dealer
..t-right---get more for your mots*Man Street
- Locates 1n11,.l Mr
Iotopiosoo-79111113
ey. Compare with any house of
_1962 DODGE Lances GT mod-.
iheiesine--center
Ogee
S-9
Mon.-Sat.
•
1-9
Sas.
101 bucket seats, $275,00. Phope
equal sue Phone 753-3903 for
762-4746.
further information.
1-29-P
1-20-C

CAIN & TAYLOR

an Naas

SALE

GULF STATION

The College Shop

$3.78 yd

Murray Sewing
Center

SALE

RED WING SHOES

RED
WING

Murray Sewing
Center

FAMILY SHOE

FURNITURE:.----CLEARANCE
3 MORE DAYS-

v,

-A L E

$2.98

Murray Sewing
Center

E. S. Diuguid & Co.

2-BEDROOM FRAME home on
Hwy. 121, 1/4 mile east of Coldwater. Has good well, hardwood
Goers, separate dining room.
den with sliding glass doors,
Large utility room, double carport and outside stowage. A real
buy at $13,500.
3-BEDROOM combination brick
and aluminum siding. Large
floor plan, 1 acre wooded lot,
2-car garage, den with fireplace,
kitchen built-ins. Attractively
priced.
2-BEDROOM FRAME at Almo.
Has storm doors and windows,
gas heat, DOW roof, 3/4 acre lot
2-BEDROOM FRAME on Hwy.
121, 3% miles S. E. of Murray.
goo
.d solid house at a reduced
A
price
FOUR (4) 3-bedroom brick
homes in Murray. Prices range
from $19,500 to $26,500.
INCOME PROPERTY
MURRAY-Almost new tri-plaz
within walking distance of
downtown.
HAZEL-House and garage apartment for leas than the price.
ofan average home.
NEAR KY. LAKE-Homo-end
trailer on 4-acres of Land. Price
trailer park on 4 acres of land.
Price inziudes ccmpletely furnished home with .all furniture
in like now condition.
HAZEL-2-bay service station
on US __41. Currently doing a
good
volumeFA
°f
RMS
buziness.
160 ACRES of good farmland
located 3 miles N. E. of Murray
on Van Cleve Road.
106 ACRES located on Pottertown-New Concord Road. Priced $126 acre. Owner will cony- ..
skier trade for income property.
92 ACRES noes New Pim*
dew!. An excellent cattle iNfil
with woven wire fences.
cross fences.
35 ACRE cattle farm with woven wire fences and creosoted
poets. Located at Coldwater and
has blacktop road on 2 sides.
An outstanding buy.
LOTS
WE HAVE several good building lots and small tracts of
land near Murray. If interested, call us for location and
price.
NEW BRICK HOMES at attractive prices-Now available in
Fairview Acres, Jackson Acres
and Lynnwood Estates on New
Concord Highway. Terms within reach of those in all income
brackets. See us for full deTO BUY-see us. TO SELLlist with us.
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th.
& Maple Street. Phone 753-7333.
Rome phones: Fulton Young,
753-4948; Ishinsel Stinson, 7531534.
.1-30-C

SERVICES OFFERED
SAWS FILED, electric heelers
and all
all appliances repaired. 1113 It So. 12th St., 7004087.
Feb-11C
DUN-RITE Roofing and Siding
Co. Shingle and roll rooting and
repairs.
Aluminum
siding.
Guaranteed workmanship
Phone 4813425.
Feb.414
FOR YOUR home remodelln8,
additions and repairs. Free estimates. Call 753-8123 or 7537840.
Feb -21.0
WILL DO old fashioned hand
quilting. Phone 753-5739. .1.30-P
SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. If
you are experiencing difficulties with your septic tank call
today, your problems may be
solved by simply pumping out
your tank. Call Steely & Bynum, Southside Shopping Center, Murray, Kentucky, 753-7850.
TFC
WILL CARE for children or do
by sitting in your home.
Phone 753-5360.
3-304

NOTICE

'Line Below Your
Means"
/ROLL VOLKSWAGEN
0 Chestnut - Murray, Ky.
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WE ARE HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE
TWO NEW CERTIFICATE PLANS.

a

a

a
a
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We are also happy to inform you that beginning February 1, 1970, Passbook Savings Accounts interest will be increased from 4% to 41%.This
interest will tg compounded daily for an effective yield of 4.6% for a 12
months period.

L

.101.

,J

gfOigiggi-

Our 5 PLUS 5PLAN for 3 months, 6 months and 12 months automatically
renewed Certificates remains the same. Five percent interest compounded
daily for effective yield of 51% far 12months basis.This rate guaranteed
for five(5) years. If you wish to transfer to the new long tern higher rate
Certificates you may bring in your old Certificate at its next maturity date.

-0

% Golden Passbook Plan remains-the Same. Five percent daily interest for effective yield of 51% on 12 months basis. May add to account anytime:- withdrawals on any quarter after 90 days.

By GENE BERNHA:

WASHINGTON (UPI)
Noose lawmakers start
today on a new educal
welfare money bill
COmmitment from P
on to spend $450
lbore for education I
originally proposed.
The administration cc
Ise came Wednesday silo
bre the House voted to
Nixon's veto of the $19.
appropriation
bill
A
Departments of Lab
Health, Education-41

The vetod bill include(
billion increase over biz
The House voted
against the veto, but
r equr ed two thir ds —2
In this case —to ovenr

Continued on Page I

Over 50,000 Betty
coupo.ns have been colle
the drive sponsored by ti
tacky Jaycees and the K.1
Federation of Women's
toward the purchase of
saving kidney machine
by the people of Kentuch
Don Hunter announced
"We have a long way
but this is a real begi
Mrs. Hunter, contest ch
of the Murray Woman'
stated, as she made an
to the people of the cot
to join in this worthwhi
islet
General Mills, produt
amimaroos cosalkilli. cake
macks, and other foo<
` ducts, has agreed to rei
the an of $3,000, whit
purchase one kidney m
far each 600,000 coupcx
lacted. Under the same
anent, the Michigan Jaye'
'acted enough coupons la
month period to purcht
'Yen machines for the re
al their state. *
The drive will extent
ughout 1970. However,
goal is to be reached, c
giust be accumanulated
They may be given to
Bunter or mailed to th
ray Woman's Club, ito
Murray, or to the Murn
cees, Box 41, Murray.

Seen&Hec
Around
Murray
Bost flu weather we ha$
in years.
Nova on to exempt eerti
trement pay from the Kei
State income tax. We v
U Jim retirement pay I
be taxed. We stay this b
usually an income tax h
ready been paid on it, a
Urement pay is no great
anyway, unless you haps
be part of some huge co
tion and hold a high pc
Shore summer.
We wok* up sometime c
be night and it was r
to bast the band. It may
thundered too, we don't re
her. -Anyway Lady the dot
scared and was acratchir
the side of the bed. Had
assure her that everythina
all right.
Follow told his wife that
he had quit anoking, he
discovered that she was J
rible cook.

41.

PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY

DEES BANK OF HAZEL
MEMBER F.D.I.C.
occrrrr vrt-rr

House
Starts I

Our 50,000 Coupe
Collected In Drive
Kidney Machine

(2)A two_year singlematurity certificate issued in minimum of $A,000.00 pays
5% compounded daily which gives an effective yield of 5.92% on 12
months basis.

1141 041 fr,-11 rot FA rol

United Press In

•t—

1 wiz (1)A one year single maturity certificateissuedin minimum amountsof$1,000.
pays 51% compounded daily which gives an effective yield of 5.65% on
70
2
12 months basis.

2

The Prima
Source of N
In Murray
Calloway Co
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Thai was a high wind yeste
It changed around the I
In our neighborhood. Al
esr were blown over
Shirley's yard and w
aal of Rainey Elkins leavi
ime irtattelierags. EtUir's
%tent mortis somewhere.

liza

Owe Sparrows in the wind
nel of North Fourth street
thought they weal)/ going
buffeted a zainsa the wall
cent nuoil .24,,,aga,311eag

